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ABSTRACT 
The quality of education as reflected in academic achievement 
can not be divorced from the complex set of social and 
educational factors which interplay to affect learning 
processes and outcomes. The qu e stion "what makes a difference 
in academic performance?" has been addressed by different 
researchers from both the developed and the developing 
countries. Within the developed countries much is known about 
the determinant-achievement relationships. In the developing 
countries, however, the findings are inconclusive and 
inconsistent. 

The purpose of the study was to examine the extent to which 
variables used in the Educational Production Function and the 
Process-Product research approaches explain differences in 
grade five and six pupils ' English achievement. Specifically, 
the study attempted to investigate the relative impact on 
pupils' achievement of seven home, six pupil, six school
classroom and eleven teacher related variables. 

This task was accompl ished by regressing thirty independent 
variables for each grade level. The dependent variable used as 
a criterion measure was achievement test prepared by the 
investigator based on the objectives and contents determined by 
the Ministry of Education for the respective grade levels. The 
thirty independent variables were selected on the basis of 
revi ew of literature. Information on the independent variables 
was secured using three basic tools of data collection: 
Questionnnaire. school and classroom inventory. and classroom 
evaluation rating scale. 

The r e lati onship b e tween the thirty ind ependent variables and 
pu p ils ' a c hi evement at each grade l evel was analysed by the 
me thod of multipl e r egression. A variable ' s statistical impact 
on th e d epend ent va riabl e was a c cept ed as significant at 0.05 
a level or better. 

Results of the analysis revealed that variables describing 
home. pupil. school-classroom and teacher attributes have 
differential impacts on stud ents ' English achievement~ some 
var iables ( such as class repeti tion, father ' s education and 
planning skill) show ed statistically significant impacts while 
othe rs ( s u ch as pupl sex, cla ss - ize, and family-size) exerted 
nonsignificant influence. Based on these findings some basic 
co n c lu~i o ns ar e r each ed and r e lat ed r eco mm endations forwarded. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

I N T ROD U C T ION 

1.1. Statement of the Problem 

Today, the trust on the power of education to bring about 

societal change and procaess is increasing. There is ample 

evidence in support of the proposi tion that education has 

positive contribution to economic growth, social development 
~ r--_ 

and. the imp r 0 v e men t 0 fin d i v i d u a I weI far e 

(Philips,1975:8;Tilak,1989:21; and World Bank, 1990:2). This,in 

turn,has increased governmental concern for improving the 

system of education and parental demands for more educational 

opportunity for children (farrell and Heyneman, 1989:1). 

As Holmes (1980) generalized from the world perspective, the 

fundamental aims of education in contemporary society emanate 

from three basic concerns of governments and the public. The 

first is that education is accepted as a basic human right 

which should be accessible to all ci tizens irrespective of 

natural and social differences among people. Schools are also 

expected to develop the cognitive and noncognitive potentials 

of pupils to the extent society can afford. Finally, schools 

are called to contribute to national economy by preparing 

pupils for participation in civic and Production activities. 

According to Holmes, these ideas find expression in the way 

educational institutions are structured, aims are formulated, 

curricula are planned and implemented, and children are 

admitted to or selected for the various stages in the 

educational structure (in MOE, 1982:4). 

Primary education is thus one aspe c t of the educational system 

of different nations which provides fundamental base for 

pupils. It is often taken for granted that primary education 

is a foundation for developing the capaci ty to cope wi th 

changes in society. Its universal availability is, therefore, 
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c~ntral to the human resource capacity of all societies, 

whatever the level of development reached may be 

«(!hantanavanich etal .. 1990: 1). According to Chantanavanich and 

associates, the central purpose of primary education in general 

is twofold: To enable pupi Is become 1 iterate in the basic 

skills so that they can function effictively in their 

respective societies even if they leave the school system and 

to provide them with sound base for further schooling in case 

they remain in the school system (ibid). 

Failure to recognize and realize these chief objectives will 

undoubtedly result in poor educational foundation the adverse 

effict of which is well discribed by the World Sank's caution: 

Poor primary schools ... produce graduates 
who are poorly prepared for secondary and 
tertiary education and Tll equipped for 
life-long learning. The consequence is an 
insufficient number of truly educated 
managers, workers and parents who can 
efficently contribute to development(p.11). 

Such a concern suggests that the realization of primary 

education objectives inevitably requires not only quantitative 

but . also qualitative growth. Questions of quantity 

(enrollment, completion, repetition. etc.) and quality 

(performance level) are, in turn, the basic yardsticks often 

used to measure the efficiency of educational systems (Omari 

etal., 1983:69). When filtered through these criteria 

quanti tati ve growth in both the develkoped and developing 

countries has shown good resul ts over the past few decades 

(Fuller, 1986:491; Farrell and Heyeman, p.1). 

Though the priori ty and the degree of emphasis may di ffer. 

issues of qual i ty are however sti 11 common problems of both 

developed and developing nation s (Ross and Mahlck, 1990:8-9). 

In developing countries in particular the priority placed on 

expansion had led to dramatic failure in the quality of 

educational outcomes (Fuller, p.491). The need for planning 

the qual i ty of education through informed decision making 
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therefore initiated and encouraged research on determinants of 

educational achievement as early as the 1960s (coleman. 

1986:111). Thereafter, educational researchers have 

continuousl y studied the impact on student achievement of 

multiple home, pupll, school and teacher related factors. 

In developed countries. factors defining home background and 

pupils are generally established as superior to school and 

teacher attributes in e xplaining student achievement. What is 

not yet clearly established in these countries is the relative 

influence of the specific variables in each block of factors 

(Johnston and Jiyono, 1983:278). With regard to research 

activities in developing countries findings are inconsistent, 

and even contradictory sometimes. Heyneman's research in 

Ugandan primary schools, for instance, shows weak relationship 

between students' achievement and the four home background 

measures-mother' s education, father's education. occupation 

and possessions in the home-he used. The correlation between 

pupil's achievement and paternal sc hooling was only .07; 

maternal school ing, .02; paternal occupation, .06: the number 

of possessions in the home, .03; and the summary measure of the 

four variables, only .05 (Heyneman, 1976:46). 

S i mil a r 1 y . po s t l et h w a i t e (1 980 : 254 ) c 2 i me d. 0 nth e bas i s 0 f 

t he I nternat i ona 1 Educat i onal Ach ievement (I EA ) data. that 

correlations between home background factors and student 

achievement in developing countries are weak. After reviewing 

over nineteen studies conducated in t he developing countries, 

Simmons and Alexander (1981) concluded on the contrary that 

" the determi nants of student achi eveme n t appear to be basi call y 

the same in developing and developed co un tries" (pp.92-3). The 

difference in the conclusions reached is therefore apparent. 

In addition to such inconsistencies in research syntheses and 

emeperical evidences pertinent to developing countries. the 

relative influence on student achievement of specific 
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variables, within each home background, student personal, 

school and teacher category was not clearly disentangled 

(caillods and postlethwaite, 1989:180). These conditions thus 

call for further research in different subject areas and grade 

levels. 

The reality of Ethiopian primary schools also seems to reflect 

Fuller's and Farrell and Heyneman's generali~ation about 

schools of the developing countries stated above. It is 

reported that the rate of gross enrollment in the primary 

school s has gener all y i nereased af ter 1975. The qual i ty of 

education at this level has however been seriously questioned 

since the early 1980s (MOE, 1982:2). Hence, compl aint about 

the qual i ty of education means that standards of attainment 

have fallen or that the overage resul t or achievement of 

students has gone down. 

Sensing this acute problem the former Ethiopian socialist 

government passed a resolution calling for the identification 

of the causes for decline in the quality of education 

(Tekeste.1990:18). In response to this resolutionk, the 

Ministry of Education ini tiated a project under the ti tle 

"Evaluative Research of the General Education System in 

Ethi opi a " (hereafter Ergese). Af ter a nat i on-wi de survey 

Ergese came up wi th mul tiple factors that are said to have 

affected the quality (performance) of primary schools. These 

factors. a;s the project's summary report (MOE.1986) reveals, 

are generally related to home bac kground, pupil-personal, 

school-classroom, and teacher characteristics. 

Al though the major factors (which are also widely known by 

researchers in other countr ies ) th at influence educational 

quality are identified, Ergese's report seems limited in its 

depth. As a descr ipt i ve nati onal survey, the proj ect di d not 

attempt to e xamine specifically the relationship between the 

lndependdent variables and student performance in the different 
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subject areas. Even more, no attempt was made thereafter to 

correct thi s 1 i mi tat i on through research. One excepti on to 

this vein is of course Oerese etal's (1 990 )" investigation which 

e xamined the factors affecting lower primary school (grades two 

to four) student's achievement in Amharic and Mathematics 

subjects. 

Accordingly, two basic factors interested the investigtor to 

study the determinants of educational achievement in relation 

to one school subject-English language: (1) The desire to 

contribute to research efforts going on in other countries and 

(2) the scarcity of such studies on the qualitative aspect of 

primary school performance in Ethiopia. 

1.2. The Conceptual Framework 

Researchers concerned wi th the study of the determinants of 

educational achievement often follow ei ther the Educational 

Production Function 

framework. 

(EPF) or the Process-Product (P-P) 

In t his study, the researcher modified and used the Murnane 

Phillips (1981 ) in t egrative structural equation model. This 

model derives from t he advantages of both the EPF and the P- P 

frameworks. The EPF re s earch orientation recognizes that the 

impact on student achievement of various home, pupil, school 

and teacher related characteristics can be assessed in the 

context of input- output anal ys is. I n so doi ng, researchers 

analyse the relationsh ip between different inputs (such as 

familY-Size, pupil-sex , teachers' e xperience and school 

facilities) and educational ac hi evement with implication to 

educational policy-decisions. The baSic criticism often 

presented against this approach is that the framework 

i r rationally neglects the process factors related to the actual 

classroom behaviour of teachers and students (see chapter two 

for detail). 
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In an attempt to correct the weakness of the EPF approach other 

researchers developed the P-P framework. This framework 1inds 

particular aspects of teachers' classroom behaviour (such as 

c 1 ar i ty, feedback and management sk ill s) as processes to the 

result of instruction (such as achievement) as products . The 

often stressed limitation of the P-P approach is that, confined 

as it is in what actually goes in the classroom, it downp1ays 

the effect on student learning and achievement of input factors 

(see chapter two for detail). 

Thus, as Murnane and Phillips (p.84) persuasively argued there 

is little communication between the EPF and the P-P 

orientations for they deal wi th di fferent dimensions of the 

educational problem. What is needed is therefore a model which 

considers student achievement (Product) as a function of both 

input and process factors (Kyriacou, 1981:11). In this reg ard, 

Murnane and Phillips have developed a structural equation mode l 

which can be used for an in depth study of the effects of 

inputs and processes on student achievement. 

1.3. Purposes of the Study 

In accordance wi th the aforementioned statements it was the 

purpose of this study to e xamine the extent to which the major 

home bac kguound, pupil-personal, school-classroom. and teacher 

related variables affect grades five and six pupils' English 

achievement. In particular, the study attempted: 

1. To identify the relative influence on puplls' 

achievement 

2. To identify 

achievement 

3. To identfiy 

achievement 

4. To identify 

achievement 

variables, 

of home background factors. 

the relative influence on pupils' 

of pupil-personal characteristics. 

the relative influence on pupils' 

of school-classroom characteristics . 

the relative influence on pupils' 

of teacher classroom behaviour 
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5. To identify the relative influence on pupils' 

achievement of teacher background characteristics. 

1.4. Basic Research Questions 

Inorder to achieve the above stated objectives the following 

basic research questions were raised and their answers were 

sought using multivariate regression analysis. 

1. Do the factors explaining home background 

characteristices have differential effects on 

pupils' achievement? 

2. Do . the factors describing pupils' personal 

characteristics have di fferential effects on their 

achievement? 

3. Do the factors related to school classroom 

characteristics have differential effects' on 

pupils' achievement? 

4. Do the fctors describing teacher background 

characteristics have differential effects on 

pupils' achievement? 

5. Do the factors related to teacher classroom 

behavior have differential effects on pupils' 

achievement? 

1.5. Significance of the Study 

In the most pressing educational crisis that Ethiopia is in at 

present. this study would contribute in the following ways. 

~. The results may help English syllabus designers 

to consider the relative influence of in-school 

and out-of-school factors on the proper 

implementation of what is planned. 

2. As the study comes up with a list of those 

teacher background characteristics and classroom 

behavior variables which are variously correlated 

to pupils' English achievement, the results may 
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help Teacher Training Institutes to appraise 

their pre-service and in-service programs. 

3. The study may also help teachers, school 

directors and parents to be informed about the 

relative impact on pupils' achievement of the 

various factors so as to take corrective measures 

whenever possible. 

4. This study may provide additional emperical 

evidence to the educational effectiveness 

research current in other developing countries. 

5. The procedures followed in this study would also 

assist other researchers who may be interested in 

related studies at different levels in the 

educational system of Ethiopia. 

1.6. Limitations of the study 

A thorough investi gat i on into the qual i ty of program 

implementation should basically include as analysis of the 

re 1 evance to the respecti ve gr ade 1 eve 1 s of the central 1 y 

produced syllabus, textbooks and supplementary materials. 

However, due to the extended time that such an undertaking 

r equires , t h is study has concentrated onl y on those factors 

which affect program implementation. 

Because of transportation problems prevailing in the region. 

t he study was 1 im i ted to those primary school pupi Is' in 

Gondar town. Therefore, the results obtained and the 

conclusion reached may not necessarily reflect the 

condition of rural schools; nor can they be confidently 

e xtended to other towns in Ethiopia which might have their 

own specific features. 

Pup i 1 s' classroom behav i or (such as ask i ng questions, 

participation in discussions, and orderliness) contributes n 
the level of their performance on subsequent tests and and 
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examination (Bennett and Wade, 1979:64). But due to the 

large number of students in a classroom and the complexity 

associated with measuring learner behavior in such 

circumstances this aspect is not considered. The study has 

instead focused only on teacher classroom behavior variables 

that are often considered essential by specialist in the field 

of curriculum and instruction. 

1.7. Delimitation of the study 

It was not the pupose of this study to investigate the effects 

of home background, pupil-personal, school classroom and 

teacher re lated characteristics on the process of teaching. 

The interest here was rather on the re I ati ve inf I uence on 

learning of these factors taking students' resul t on 

achievement test as a product measure. 

The study was also specifically concerned with pupils' 

performance on cognitive achievement tests. The affective and 

psychomotor aspects of learning outcomes are thus beyond B 
schope of this study. Because, dealing naturally with certain 

aspects of cogn i t i ve sk i ns . a one-time terminal (summati ve) 

achievement test reI igates " to the background the affecti ve and 

the psychomotor aspects of human behavior" (Oqunni yi, 

1984:112). As Oqunniyi argued further, only continuous 

assessment can provide the best picture of students' 

performance on non-cognitive skills if evaluators can afford 

the materials, time, energy, up-to-date records, cooperation, 

and the types of tests and instruments that this costly 

procedure demands (p.114). These basic requirments were 

therefore insurmountable to use continuous assessment in this 

particular project. 

1.8. Definition of terms 

The following terms or phrases are used in this study in the 
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same manner as they are defined or described here under. 

Achievement test: a measure" intended to assess specific 

cognitive skills; often developed in school and directly 

related to the material studied in school " (Clifford,1981: 

683). It measures a student's achievement of 

educational objectives, usually in the cognitive domain and in 

a specific subject matter" (Gage and Berliner, 1988:660). 

Home characteristics: the socioeconomic and attitudnal 

attributes of a family that may affect a child's performancen 

school (Bridge ~~, 1979:10,213). 

School-classroom characteristics: the physcial and 

administrative conditions in a school that may influence 

students' level of performance (ibid). 

Pupil-personal characteristics: the demographic and 

personality attributes that a child brings to the school B 
to the classroom (ibid). 

Teacher characteristics: personal and professional background 

condi tions (inputs) that a teacher brings to the teaching 

situation which may a f fect students' performance (Murnane and 

phillips, p.85). 

Teacher behavior: skills. abilities and other attributes of a 

teacher that students experience directly in the classroom 

( ibi9~ 86 ) . 
Upper primary school: the grade five and six levels in the 

elementary phase of the Ethiopian Educational System. 



CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past few decades, educational researchers have made 

a concreted effort to understand the factors which presumably 

influence student achievement. Significant strides have been 

made in specifying models which would serve as conceptual 

frame work in research activities. Work has also progressed 

in empirical research that there appears to be a continuous 

supply of evidences of the factors which contribute to 

disparities in students achievements. 

This chapter reviews studies which were concerned with the 

determinants of the students cognitive achievement. First, 

the basic features of the Educational Production Foundation 

and the Process-Product research approaches are examined. 

Then some research findings which, applying the Educational 

Production Function and the Process-Product frameworks. 

investigated the impact on student achievement of selected 

variables are presented and analyzed in some detail. 

2.2. MAJOR INFLUENCES TO THE STUDY OF FACTORS 

INFLUENCING STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT 

Since the 1960s, the question "what makes a difference in 

student achievement?" has been central to educational 

research. The problem has also attracted researchers from 

various disciplines, notably from psychology. sociology and 

economics (Schiefelbein and Simmons, 1981:5). Usua lly, 
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researchers from different fields of inquiry define their 

research problems differently and the conclusions they reach 

are shaped by the type of the questions raised and the 

methods of analysis followed. Research on determinant

achievement relationship is not an exception. 

As Clark (1979) noted, for instance, psychologists are 

interested in teacher's class room behaviours which "a re 

systematically and causally related to student achievements" 

( p . 2 9) . E con 0 m i s t s ,on the 0 the r han d , ass um e t hat 

achievement is a function of various combinations of resource 

inputs made available to schools and attempt to examine the 

relationship between learning gains and input factors. 

Sociologists also take another perspective to study the 

impact on educational attainment of such demographic and 

structural factor as sex, social status, and ethnicity ( 

Bridge, et al., pp:3-4». In this regard, research into the 

determinants of student achievement takes various approaches. 

Because, those who wish to study the problem set forth a 

model based on theoretical and practical advances in specific 

disciplines. 

Such a restricted approach to a complex subject of "impact on 

achievement" was not however found to be frui tful. Instead, 

more systematic researchers use complex models and apply 

interdisciplinary approaches drawing information from two or 

more fields of inquiry. This development has. in turn, helped 

to deal with the problem more fairly and squarely. 
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Accordingly, two most common and useful models are being used 

in the s arch for the determinants of student achievements. 

They are the Educational Production Function (EPF) and the 

Process-Product (P-P) research frameworks (Harbison and 

Hanu hek, 1992: 15,314). 'orne individual researchers have also 

tried to integrate the ELF and P-P models into one so that 

the problem of determinants- achievement relationship might 

be studied from a more wider perspective. A discussion of 

these developments therefore seems imperative here. 

2.2.1. The EPF Research Tradition 

According to Hanushek (1979:353), the EPF is a research 

framework which describes the maximum output achievable with 

difterent sets of imputes provided to schools. As he 

observed. the IFF research tradition has been heavily 

influ nced by resear cher s from the discipline of Economics. 

In order to solve the economiC problem of how much of the 

production factors (labour, money. and other materials) to 

use and how much yield to produce in a firm, economi ts 

assume production function. her. for a gi 'en combination of 

production factors (iIlputS) tiley attempt to estimate the 

maximum amount of products (outputs) using statistical 

equations (Burkhead et.al, 1967:18-9). 

~hen applied to the analysi of educational data, the 

"produc tion function approach" of economists came to be 

called Educational Production Function (or simply, Input

Output or Quality-Control) framework and its focu is" the 
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relationship between school outcomes and measurable inputs 

into the educational process." (Harbison and Hunashuk,p.lS). 

More specifically, 

Production functions are used to reflect 
relations betw een measures of inputs and 
output. If different levels of student 
achievement are found in different 
schools, then the focus is to identify 
the source of the differences (Glasman 
and Biniaminov, 1981:509) 

The source of the variation in student achievement are 

investigated by considering "multiple inputs but a single 

output " (~ oo nan and Wold,1983:236). With regard to output 

variables the most frequently analyzed is student cognitive 

achievement (Simmons and Alexander,1980:80). T~e number of 

input variables studied, on the oth e r hand, varies from 

researcher to researcher although the general form of the ELF 

framework is always the same (Hanushek,pp.363-B). 

Acc ordingly, the general form of the EPF model under the 

assumpti on of a single output and multiple inputs is 

specifi ed by Noonan and Wold (p.24) as follows: 
A; = f (p{t) ,B(t) , I (t) ,S{t) ) 

wh e r e AT= Achievement level at time T; 
p{:)= Matrix of Peer characteristics, 

cumulative t o time T; 

Blo = Matrix of Home ba c kgr ound 

characteristics, cumulative to time 

T; 

I (t)= Vector of stude nt characteristics. 

cumulative t o time T; and 

S(t)= Matrix of sch ool characteristics, 

cumulative t o time T. 

It can be observed from the right side of the equation that 

the four major blocks-peer group, pupi l, home and school 

characteristics-involved different and specific independent 

variables. The EPF framework therefore helps to regress 

student a chievement (A I l ) on selected variables describing 

each of the four major clusters in a cross-sectional study. 
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For this purpose, EPF researchers use multiple regression 

analysis and attempt to sort out the relative impact on 

stud nt achievement of specific inputs (Schiefelbein and 

Simmons,p.5) . 

However, the EPF design can not exhaustively list all the 

specific independent variables which fall under the four 

blocks, given the multiplicity of the factors which influence 

the students ' learning and achievement Centra and 

Potter.1980:27). The framework is thus incomplete with regard 

to the specific input variables to be included in a given 

analysis. Rather the selection and definition of variables is 

simply left to the discretion of individual researchers. 

Recognizing this lack of guidance for variables selection, 

some prominent reviewers have nevertheless identified the 

basic variables which are considered important by researchers 

who used the EPF framework. Chief among them are Fuller 

(1987:256),Avalos and Hadded (1981:13-4), Bridge et a!. 

(pp.191-256), and Schiefelbein and Simmons (p.22,26,29). The 

common findings of these reviewers, particularly as related 

to EPF research in developing countries, can therefore be 

summarized briefly here . 

The Peer group block includes mainly social class, ability 

and ethnic composition of pupils as specific variables. But, 

usually, these \'ariables int e ract or 0 'erlap with family 

background factors when both blocks are included in the 

analysis. In that case, attempts to estimate the influence of 

peer group factors" are particularly susceptible to the 

ambiguities due to data aggregation" ( Bridge et al.,p.229). 

For this reason, Bridge et.al. advised, peer group inputs 

should not enter in analysis together with home background 

inputs unless in a strictly experimental study . 

The home background block principally involv s parents 

'educational level, parents' occupational category, family 

size, families ' moral and material support for pupils, and 

conditions for study at home. To identify th{. extent of 
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family's moral and material support, such indicators as 

parental encouragement, additional teaching activities at 

home, day-to-day follow up of pupils' progress and 

availability of educational materials (like pen, pencil books 

and so on) are suggested important. The variable "conditions 

for study at home" is also meas ured on the basis of whether 

or not a student gets food regularly; has enough time, room, 

and light for study; and possesses additional books to 

strengthen his regular learning at school. 

The main variables which represent the student 

characteristics blocks are pupils' age,sex, preschool 

education (kindergarten or any other educational experience), 

class repetition, (repeated or not repeated) and attitude 

towards teachers,subjects, peers, and the like .. The school 

characteristics block encompasses two major components: 

School-classroom component principally includes school 

facilities (latrine, tea room, library, etc .), classroom 

facilities (light, desk, door, etc.), instructional materials 

(textbooks, blackboards, etc.) and class-size or student

teacher ratio. The school-c ommunity relations and principals' 

leadership behaviour are also important aspects of the 

school-classroom component . 

According to Chantanavanich et al (pp.151-2) such indicators 

as tile local community's concern for pupils' health, 

conduct. and achievement; sign of caring for school property; 

willingness to provide assistance, criticism, solutions and 

suggestions; interest in extra-curricular activities and 

interpersonal relations. and desire to participate in school 

decision-making are important in the study of student 

achievements. umerous researchers have also noted two key 

element in principal leadership behaviour as related to the 

interpersonal relations in schools. Silver (1983) stated that 

a principal's behaviours and "action can be seen as serving 

the dual purposes of getting things done and expressing 

feelings" which can be r espective ly designated as "system 

orientation" and "p e rson orientation " dimensions (p.126). In 

the famuu 5 1 <"_ 'J \~- __ :"Y'll ,H ogr ? m ~. t Ohio 
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Uni ersity, these two dimensions have been termed " 

initiating structure" and "consideration" factors 

respectively (Halpin, 1966,86). 

In essence, system orientation or initiating structure is a 

category of behaviours which demonstrates the principal ' s 

authoritative actions in his relation with teachers. 

Authoritative leaders define the work to be done, speak in a 

manner to be questioned, refuse to explain their actions to 

teachers, are slow to accept ideas, and so on. Person 

orientation or consideration, on the contrary, is a set of 

leader behaviours which gives due regard for the comfort, 

well-being, status and contribution of teachers. Principals 

wi th this set of behaviours are, in general, ready to make 

changes whenever it is the ne ed of staff members in line with 

educational policy. That is, they consider what teachers 

would say upon the action they take (Halpin,p.88-9; 

Silver,p.127-8). A given director's leadership behaviour can 

theref o re be directed primarily to one or the other dimension 

and may variously relate to student achi eve ment. 

The t ea ch e r ba ckground component of the s c hool block inputs 

involv e s su c h attributes of teachE:rs a s sex, age, teaching 

experi e nce, attitude toward the pr o f e ssion. expe c tation of 

student achi eve ment, and devotion to t ea ching purposes. Thus, 

teachers who like their job, see its importance for acquiring 

further knowledge, want to remain in its irrespe ctive of the 

opportuniti e s, and are interested in being with the 

youngsters ar e believed to be effective (Broadfoot et 

al;1 967:2 65). Expectation of achievement is the subjective 

judgement t eachers have about the level of performance their 

students attain. Such perceptions could be based on reactions 

to parental support, school facilities, students' effort, and 

prior achievement (Anania, 1983:27-8). Out-of-school time 

devoted to teaching purposes is a measure of teachers 

commitment to the betterment of their work and can be 

measured by the frequency of assessment given to students, 

the time devoted to the planning and preparation of lessons, 

the frequency of teacher-parellt contacts concerning academic 
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matters and the like (Chantanavanich ~ ~;pp. 124-9). 

Thus the abo e list of the main independent variables most 

frequently included in the EPF research tradition clearly 

shows that little or no attention is paid to factors related 

to the actual teaching process. As Glasman and Biniaminov 

concluded from their review of over thirty popular studies, • 

Generally, the input-output analysis 
do not deal with characteristics of the 
dynamic and ongoing interrelationships 
between students and teacher or 
those among students themselves (p.S09). 

The EPF research framework is therefore sharply contrasted to 

the P-P research framework in which the process, not the 

input, dimension of schooling is given particular emphasis. 

2.2.2 The P-P Research Tradition 

Researchers in the P-P orientation explore the relationships 

between teacher behaviour as process and student achievement 

as product of teaching (*Petrson, 1979:46). Briefly, the basic 

objective and assumptions of the P-P approach are described 

by Anderson et al. (197 9 ) as follow: 
... to define relationships between 
what teachers do in the classroom ( the 
process of teaching) and what happens to 
their students (the product of learning) 
... Researchers in this tradition assume 
that greater knowledge of such relation
ships wi 11 lead to improved instruction: 
once effective instruction is described, 
then supposedly programs can be designed 
to promote tbose effective practices (in 
Shulman. 1986:9-10). 

These concerns how that the process-outcome studies attempt 

to correlate teacher classroom behaviours wi th students' 

achievement wi th the purpose of determining what teaching 

qualities lead to increases in tea hing outcomes . Hence, the 

problem herein becomes one of 1 olating those variables 

describing teacher activities which can produce better 

stu dell t a cl i eve men t. But, the que s t ion 0 f w hat n urn be r 0 f 

variables e,'actly defines eacher behaviour is not clearly 
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answered (Centra and Potter,p.281). This is mainly because 

what constitutes effective teaching varies from class to 

class, from subject to subject , as well as wi th class-size 

and in relation to the specific instructi ona l objectives 

(Brophy and Good,1986:370). That is, as Berliner (1976:7) put 

it more succinctly, 

always stable across 

teacher behav i our variables are not 

the teaching situations and therefore 

are difficult for generalization. 

It is recognized however that effective teaching is a complex 

set of teacher behaviours consisting of reactive and 

interacti e processes. The reactive process occurs when the 

teacher is alone and requires him to deliberately plan 

implementation emphasizing on the objectives, lesson content, 

methods, materials and evaluation mechanisms. The interactive 

aspect, on the other hand, includes all teaching activities 

related to the actual implementation of the decisions made at 

the reacti e s tage (Jackson, 1979:26-31). It is also 

understood that what teachers do in the interactive process 

can be divided into two major sets of activities: 

instructional and managerial. The former are intended to 

facilitate pupils' aclli evement of objectives and includes 

such basic teaching skills as presenting. explaining, 

questioning and so on . The managerial ones are the activities 

by which teachers maintain productive learning situations by 

creating order and correcting misbehaviour which distract the 

smooth flow of instruction (Perrott,1982 :11 0). 

Accordingly, several reviewers (for example Brophy,1979:755, 

Corno and Shaw,1986:622; and Stallings and Stipek.1986:739) 

have observed that variables used in the P-P research 

tradition are derived from a pattern of teacher behaviours 

termed "direct instruction". The term "direct instruction" is 

variously used in res arch literature as "active tea chi ng" 

(Good.1979: 153), "e.'plicit instruction" (Bellon et 

ai, 1992:273). "t aching functions" (Rusenshine and 

Stavens,1986:376) and "effec tive t eaching" (Perrott,p . l), 

But, all these t rms es ential1y describe the systematic 

, 1" t , ( " (I pd t (; C h n ' , ! lL ( • ,s 1 
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teachers in both in the reactive and interactive phases of 

teaching. Building upon the work of Bauman (1988), Lehr 

(1986) and Brophy (1986), recent writers have thus 

summarized the main tents of direct instruction in the 

following manner: 
... direct instruction is explicit 
instruction with an academic focus led by 
teachers who interact directly wi th their 
students ... Explicit instruction is an 
unambiguous, clear and detailed 
... Teachers should allocate classroom 
time carefully and control the pace, 
sequence, and content of their lessons ... 
student work is closely monitored, and 
students receive spe c ific corrective 
feedback. Direct instruction is delivered 
face-to-face by the teacher ... Teachers 
lead, tell, and show students what they 
want them to learn. When students have 
problems, teachers explain, give 
additional examples, and reteach until 
they accomplish the learning objectives 
(Bellon et al;p. 273-8) . 

The above question emphasizes that direct instruction is a 

s e t of teacher behaviours characterized mainly by good 

planning, clear instruction, flexible approach. and 

syst ematic feedback giving skills . These elements are always 

vital in P-P research. 

As Bellon et al. (pp.31-3S) stressed, instructi onal plans are 

"scripts for the interactive phase of teaching" and should 

therefore include specific objectives, methods and materials 

with concern for pace. sequence and timing. Perrott (p.12-19) 

has also added that planning is a vital element in teaching 

which should involve behaviorally stated objectives, lesson 

content related to the objectives, appropriate m thods and 

materials which will help achieve the objectives. and 

mechanisms of evaluating wether or not the objectives are 

achieved. Perrott further stressed that the instructional 

objective should state what the pupils will do as a result of 

their learning, not what the teacher will do, during 

instruction, and should indicate how learning is to be 

" S ., co s e t1 . ( t her r e s e Co ~ • II ~ r S Q n . u r ric . 1 ~ I f'. r' ri i :' Cl ~ / ' L' t 
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have also advanced similar ideas on the form and content of 

instructional plans. 

"Clar ity of instruction" has always been placed at the head 

of P-P research variables and IS a broad concept which 

involves understanding. structuring, sequencing, explaining 

and presenting as its "critical dim ensions ' (McCaleb and 

Jacqueline,1980:27). As McCaleb and Jacqueline synthesized 

from various studies the understanding dimension refers to 

the process by which teacher create a smooth transition from 

already covered conten t to new content using unambiguous, 

clear terms. Structuring refers to the way the teacher 

communicates the objectives to the learners, previews the 

main ideas and provides lesson summaries; while sequencing 

refers to the ordering of information based upon the 

complexity of the material and in relation to the learning 

characteristics of the pupils. Explaining, the fourth 

dimension, is described as the use of relevant examples, 

illustrations, questions, definitions of terms. and so on. 

Presenting, finally, is defined by such classroom 

communication skills as the use of appropriate voice, 

gestures, movement and eye-contact (pp.28-30) . 

What McCaleb and Jacqueline called "presenting " is probably 

more precisely termed by Perrott as " stimulus variation" and 

"refers to those teacher action on the part of the pupils. 

during the course of the lesson ' (pp .28- 9). Stimulus 

variation is therefore the flexibility or variability 

teachers show in order to keep pupils on the learning task. 

Different authorities have therefure underscored that 

teachers' flexibility in instruction will undoubtedly 

contribute to increase student learning gains . 

Davies (1981:152-9) and Perrott (pp.32-3),for instance, 

concluded from their research and teaching experiences that 

effective teachers move about the teaching space during 

instruction, use gestures, postures, facial expressions and 

eye expressions to convey extra-meaning; give emphasis by 

various verbal expressions and avoid distracting behaviour 

such as too loud voice, quite oice. and fast movements. 
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Varying teacher-pupil. teacher-group and pupil-pupil 

interaction patterns is also considered important in order to 

avoid fatigue and to use instructional time appropriately . 

The importance of feedback and reinforcement as the basic 

e 1 erne n t s 0 f d ire c tin s t r u c t ion i sal sow e I I doc urn e n ted . 

Anania defined feedback as "the information the student 

receives about the extent of the learning which has occurred 

up to a particular point in the instruction" (p . ll). The 

purposes of feedback are to conf i rm correct responses, to 

identify errors, and to correct or allow students to correct 

errors (Kulhavy,1977:27l). Among this purposes, the 

corrective function 1S the most important : "if a student 

makes an error, it is inappropriate to simply give the 

student the answer and then move on"; he should rather be 

told or encourage to discover what his error is (Rosenshine 

and Stevens, p.386). 

Reinforcement is more precisely defined by Dollard and Miller 

(1950) as "any specified event ... that strengthens the 

tendency for a response to be repeated" (in Anania, p . lO) . 

Reinforcement is therefore a teaching technique complementing 

feedback. According to Perrott (pp.97-10l). reinforcement for 

learning may assume tangible rewards, positive verbal 

expressions (such as "good", "excellent" and "well done"), 

building on or asking question on pupils' ideas, and 

accepting pupils ideas. While there could be various modes of 

reinforcement, the learner, in any way, must be able to 

secure some form of praise or reward if learning is to be 

successful (Anania, p.lO). 

Classroom "management functions" are also complimentary to 

direct instruction because they create pressures that shape 

the process of teaching (Rosenshine and Stevens,p.389) . 

According to Doyle (J986), classroom management is commonly 

defined as " ... the actions and strategies teache r s use to 

solve the problem of order 1n the classroom" (p . 397) . 

Classroom management behaviour is manifested in the 

preventive and corrective measures t achers take to promote 
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positive learning climate and to treat disorders respectively 

(Bellon tl ll. ,p . 124). As Bellon and associates related 

Kounin's (1970) inve tigations, the most salient teacher 

behaviours in maintaining preventive measures are five: 

wi thi t _ness, sm o othness, momentum group alerting and 

overlappingness . Wi thi tn e ss is an awareness of moni toring 

events in the classroom r e gardless of teachers' current 

activity. Teachers ability to detect misbehaviour early and 

to identify the causes accurately are thus instances of 

withitness . Smoothness is an aspect of teacher behaviours 

which help maintain a smooth flow of classroom activities 

particularly at points of transition from one activity to 

another; while momentulIl is the freedom from slow downs by 

moving the class through the lesson at quick pace without 

allowing disorder to take place . Group altering and 

overlappingness are the teachers ' abil i ty to maintain 

attention to non-responding pupils and to deal with two or 

more things at the same time respectively. 

In general, preventive measures can help maintain classroom 

urder by establishing rules and expectations, anticipating 

po tential misbehaviour, and detecting disruptions early when 

th e y u cc ur. Th e c o rr e ctive me asures, o n the u th e r hand . are 

t l' a c he r r e a c ti ons to stude nt indisciplin e aft e r the pr o blem 

ha s a l r e ady started. Th e most cummon forms of teacher 

positive intervention in this regard include eye-contact for 

talking in class, call ing to st o p f o r verbal putdowns. 

changing for the activity for persist e n c e disorder, private 

c onference for hitting or fighting, and group i olation for 

steal ing (B e llon tl ll,p.166). 

It has b e en realized that the type, of correcti e mea ures 

taken wi 11 not guarant e e high degree of order in the 

classroom unless the t e acher establishes rules and 

expectations in advance and lets his students know the 

rt'actions and the consequences(Doyle,p . 412). That is to say. 

corrective measures can repair temporary di turbances but tlH: 

measures taken may prepare tudents for oth r mure com lex 

disord{' rs. If. for example, a stUd e nt i s made to sit -lon t> 
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for stealing others property, he may unexpectedly resort for 

physical violence. Therefore, the management function is more 

effectively exercised by teachers who regularly use 

preventive measures and who very carefully take corrective 

intervention. 

In brief, P-P researchers attempt to examine the impact on 

student achievement of particular aspect of teacher behaviour 

using the direct instruction strategies or the management 

functions or both as sources of guidance for variable 

selection. But Which, specific variables to include in 

analysis is simply left to individual researchers, alike the 

EPF researcher tradition . 

In contrast to the EPF approach, the great strength of the P

P design is that it concentrates on teachers I performance 

that children experience directly (Morance and 

Phillips,p.86). In doing so, ho~ever, the P-P approach tends 

to bel i t tle the role the input variables (home, pupi 1. and 

school related) play in the determination of student 

a chi eve men t. T hat is, asS h u 1 man apt 1 y co mm en ted, " the 

effectiveness of teaching is seen as attributable to 

combinations of discrete and observable teaching performance 

per se, operating r e lativ e ly independent of time and place" 

(p. 10). 

To sum up. attempt is made in the above discussion to 

highlight the purposes, assumptions and main variables used 

in the EPF and the P-P research traditions. It is shown that 

the former emphasizes on input variables giving little place 

for process variables while the latter s resses on elas room 

process variables ignoring the ontribution to student 

achievement of input factors . One can therefore see a great 

gap between thes two research orientations . 

2.2.3. Integrated Approac h 

A good research model should however correct the limitations 

of both the EPF and P-P orientations . Thus, as (Dunkin and 
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Biddle, 1974) argued cogently, a more complete model: 

... must concern itself with properties 
of teachers and pupils. Characteristics 
of the classroom must also be considered. 
together with those of its enfolding 
school and community . We must also 
consider the outcomes of education .... Y\-e 
must concern ourselves wi th .. . the actual 
behaviours teachers and pupils as they 
play out the complex drama of classroom 
teaching (p.J6) . 

Fundamental ideas 1 ike those in the above question have 

therefore initiated other researchers to fill the gap by 

producing models which constitute the strong features of the 

both the EPF and P-P approaches. Two of such developments are 

Dunkin and Biddle's and Murnane and Phillips ' models. 

Dunkin and Biddle constructed a model for research on 

teaching based. as they said, on an earlier formulation by 

Mitzel (1960). The simplified form of their model can be 

showed in the following diagram: 

presage variables 
lJrocess }, r od u c t 
Variables \"ar i a b Ie s 

context variable 

Figure: Model for the Study of Classroom 
Teaching (Dunkin and Biddle,1974:38, simplified) 

As the figure depicts, Dunkin and Biddle's model accommodates 

four major categories of variables-presage, context, process 

and product. According to the authors (pp.39-43), presage 

variables refers all those teacher characteristics which m·y 

have s orne bear i ng on the succes s of teaching. Such 

characteristics cover teacher formative experience (age, sex. 

etc.), teacher training c."periences (tea 'hing experience. 
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courses taken, institute attended, etc.) and teacher 

properties (expectations, attitudes, motivations, etc.). 

Context variables refer to the characteristics of the 

learning environment mainly pupil formative experiences (age, 

sex, home background, etc.), pupil properties (attitude, 

prior achievement, etc.), school and community contexts 

(facilities, principal behaviour, school-community relations, 

etc.) and classroom contexts (lighting, equipment, class-

size, etc.). Process Variables are all observable actions, 

actual activities of teachers and pupils in the classroom . 

This category therefore includes teacher behaviours (clarity, 

flexibility, etc.) and student behaviour (discipline, 

participation, interest, etc.). Product Variables concern the 

immediate and long-term effects of teaching on pupils' 

cognitive, effective and psychomotor growth (pp.44-8). This 

last category thus constitutes the learning outcomes to the 

betterment of which every educational effort is made. 

In this prescient work. the authors produced a frame\)ork 

which conceptualizes the impact on student achievement 

(product) of both the "process " and the "input" variables 

respectively used in the P-P and EPF studies. Their process 

variables category includes the teacher behaviours of the P-P 

research which are derived from the direct instruction 

strategies and the management functions. In the context of 

EPF, too, the presage variables category of Dunkin and Biddle 

refers directly to the teacher background aspect of the 

school characteristics matrix (5{ l ), excluding the school-

classroom characteristics component ( ee discussion on page 

19). The context variables category on the other hand is made 
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to include four aspects: the aggregate of peer group, home 

background, student, and school-classroom characteristics. 

While it is interesting that Dunkin and Biddle have produced 

an integrated and a more inclusive scheme in which a teacher 

background characteristics are separated from the general 

school characteristics, it seems inconvenient to put home 

background, peer group, pupil 

characteristics In one category of 

and school-classroom 

"c ontext variables" . 

Because, there is a possibility that these blocks of factors 

can i nfluence student achievement (at least slightly) 

independent of each other . Part of the limitations of Dunkin 

and Buddiles ' model therefore seems to have been corrected by 

Murnane and Phi 11 ips ' structural question model presented as 

fo ll ows f or longitudinal data (pp.85-9): 

Mode l D: At = a+bA t_l+cF t+dS t+pPt+qQt +e . 

wh e re At : a c hi e vement at the end of a particular 

s c hool y ear, t; 

At - l a chiev eme nt at the end of the previous 

s c hoo l year, t-1; 

Ft a vector of variables describing the 

child and his family in year t; 

St a vector of school characteristics in 

year t (excluding teacher activities); 

Pt a vector of variables describing teacher 

characteristics; 

Qt a vector of variables describing teacher 

classroom behaviour; and 
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el an error term that is assumed to be 

normally distributed with zero mean and 

constant variance. 

The structural equation model also separates teacher 

characteristics (P t ) from all other independent blocks of 

variables and include a block of teacher behaviour variables 

(Qt ) in the equation. Its main advantage over Dunkin and 

BuddIe ' s model however lies in that school characteristics 

CSt) are syst ema tically separated from the child and family 

characteristics (F t ). While this aspect is a good step 

forward, the authors failed to separate the child 

characteristics from the family cha racteristics for these two 

aie not always homogeneous to be put in one block. Otherwise, 

this structural equation model which is meant for 

longitudinal data can be easily adjusted for cross-sectional 

data. 

In summary, on can develop a working framework taking ideas 

from that presented as the general form of the EPF model, 

depending on Murnane and Phi 11 ips ' integrated Model, and 

considering the variables counted as a main in the EPF and P

P research traditions. The framework can therefore be 

presented in this manner: 

Where 

A(T) = f (B(T) , I(T), S('I') ,p(T) ,Q(T)) 

A(!) : student cognitive achievement level at time 

T; 

B(!) : vector of seven fami ly background 

i81ie at time T: family ize, 
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father's occupation, mother's 

occupation, father's education, 

mother ' s education, conditions for 

study at home and familY ' s moral and 

material support; 

1(T): vector of six student characteristics at 

time T : sex, age, preschool education, 

class repetition, attitude and prior 

achievement; 

S( ) : vector of six school-classroom 

characteristics at time T: school 

facilities, classroom facilities, 

instructional materials, class 

size, school community cooperation and 

principal's behaviour; 

p(T) : ve c tor 0 f six teacher background 

characteristics at time T: sex, age, 

exp e rience, out-of-school tim e devoted 

to teaching, expectation of pupils ' 

performance and attitud e toward job; 

and 

vector of five teacher classroom 

behaviours at tim T: planning, 

clarity, flexibility, feedback and 

reinforcement giving, and management 

skills. 

(T): indicates that the information on the 

variables in each vector is collected 

only once in time (cross-sectionally) . 
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I n lin e wit h pre c e din g dis.c u s s ion 0 f the m a j 0 rap pro a c h est 0 

the study of the factors affecting students achievements and 

the aforementioned summary, the following section reviews 

some res earch results which investigated the impact on 

student achievement of the major variables. 

2.3. Some Findings on the Determinants of 

Achievement 

In 1966, Coleman and his associates reported results of the 

first large-scale study on the relative contribution to 

pupils' cognitive achievement of different sets of inputs 

indicating that home-related characteristics account for more 

variance than student, teacher and school related variables. 

Since the publication of this early study, research examining 

the influences of both input and pr oc ess factors on student 

performance has markedly increased (Ross and Mahlck.pp.8-9). 

The results have howe er been incon:,istent and have differed 

markedly from study to 

subject and grade level 

Yet, inspite of this 

study, place to place, subject to 

t o grade level (Chinagah, 1983:·D). 

fundamental incompleteness, many 

noticeable research activities have been accomplished. 

In thi section some research projects which studied input 

and process factors as determinants of student cogni tive 

achievement are presented and analyzed. Particular emphasis 

is also given to studies which have totally or particularly 

deal t wi th the independ nt variables s lect d for an lys i in 

this investigation. 
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2.3.1. Some Works on the Impact of Home 

Characteristics 

Bridge tl tl., (pp.213-27), in a synthesis of EPF research 

conducted in the U.S . A., have identified important results 

for the impact of home related variables on the reading, 

mathematics and verbal achievement of primary and secondary 

school pupils. In this review, family-size showed strong 

negative correlation with all sorts of achievement except in 

one study which reported weak negative impact coefficient for 

the mathematics score of eighth graders. The variables 

maternal education, paternal education, paternal occupation 

and maternal occupation (composite index) showed significant 

positive associations with all kinds of achievement in most 

of the studies reviewed. The only exception in this case were 

the low positive impact coefficients for maternal education 

on the mathematics mean score of twelve graders, paternal 

education on the verbal results of six graders and paternal 

occupation on the reading gains of grade six pupils. 

Educational environment of the home ( measured on the basis 

of parental encouragement, material support and study 

facilities as indicators) had strong positive relation with 

pupil's achievement in all the three tests. 

The reviewers therefore concluded that small family - size, 

higher levels of parental education, more prestigious 

parental occupation, and better conditions for study at home 

make a positive contribution to the improvement of cognitive 

achievement. These conclu ions v.ere also confirmed by another 
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review published three years later (Glasman and 

Biniaminov,pp . 115-21). Unlike the former who reported both 

the weak and strong impact coefficients, Glasman an 

Biniaminov were interested in the number of studies which 

produced only significant resul ts. _ onetheless, the findings 

were generally consonant inspite of the time gap. They found 

consistently negative influence on reading, verbal and maths 

test scores for increased fami ly-size in seven of eight 

studies. More years of parental schooling, more prestigious 

parental occupation, and more conducive atmosphere for study 

at home were found to ha v e positive effects on achievement in 

nine of thirteen, se v en of thirteen and four of four studies 

respectively. 

Schiefelbein and Simmons ' (pp.28-30) early review of studies 

completed in Africa, Asia, and lain America similarly 

r evealed that SES (parents ' socioe co nomic status as an index 

of education, white-collar occupation, and relath-ely good 

i nc ome l e ve ls) IS a significant predictor of cognitive 

achievement. Children of parents with higher levels of 

edu cati on, whit e-collar occupation, and relatively good 

income performed better in ten of thirteen studies conducted 

in the three developing regions. I evertheless, the 

differ e nc e s in mean achievement that resulted from the SES 

variations where modest compared to the findings in the 

U.S.A. On the other hand, iles (1981:419-26) has presented 

a different finding in Sri lanka. Relating various SES 

indicators to a composite score in five core subjects 

(including English) of 832 tenth graders, he found 
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substanti al posi t i ve re 1 ati onshi ps " greater than that ... 

reported in the industrialized west" (p. 426). 

Schiefelbein and Simmons' finding on increased family-size 

was contrary to the American results. They observed positive 

correlation coefficient in sixty percent of the studies 

reviewed. But, relatively recent evidences did not clearly 

support this result as will be seen later. 

Cooksey (1981: 403-18) in the Cameroon, Lockheed et .Eli., 

(1988:189-92) in Thailand, Harbinson and Hanusek (pp.146-8) 

in rural Brazil have also examined the effect of home 

characteristics using different approaches. Cooksey used four 

categories for parental occupation two for parental 

education. three for material facilities in the house, and 

two for family-size. He then analyzed the aggregate score in 

the high school entrance examination of 3197 grade six pupils 

vis-a-vis these stratifications. In this analysis. children 

from white-collar, trading and farming families had the 

first, second. and third levels of mean performance in that 

order whi le those from manual parents achieved very low. 

Compared to the children from nonelite parents, mean 

achievement was high for children with both elite mothers and 

fathers in all the occupational categories. In particular, 

the average score of children with elite mothers was nearly 

twice that of the total sample. Coming from a household with 

good material facilities contributed to better achievement 

twice as much as that from either poor or medium number of 

facilities. Contrary to the author's expectation, however, no 
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di fference was observed between the mean test scores of 

chi ldren from households wi th poor and medium number of 

material facilities. Finally extended family was found to 

have a negative influence compared to small family-size. 

But what would, for example, be the achievement level of 

pupils if some aspects of parents' SES is increased by one 

unit? Cooksey's conclusions did not answer this reasonable 

question due to the method of analysis followed. This 

question is rather well responded to by Lockheed et 

£1.,(1988) who investigated the impact on 4030 grade eight 

pupils' mathematics achievement of fathers' occupation, 

mothers occupation and parental support using multiple 

regression. The reported partial regression co-efficient show 

that, other things remaining constant, one unit increase in 

fathers' occupational status, one years increase in mothers' 

schooling and one unit improvement in parental support can 

raise post-test achievement respectively by 0.59, 0 .97. and 

0.62 percent. These estimates were in fact very large and 

were significant at 0.001 level of confidence. 

Harbison and Hanushek (pp . 352) studied the effects (among 

others) of mothers' education. fathers' education and family

size on the mathematics and Portuguese achievement of second 

grade pupils in three separate cohorts-1981, 1983 and 1985. 

The findings of these researches are rather revealing. The 

level of both the mothers' and fathers' education exerted a 

positive influence on achievement . But, while the specific 

estimates varied by year and test-type. the quanti tati ve 
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magni tude of the effects were small er than expected. The 

estimated impact of one year increase in either mothers' or 

fathers' education was between 0.30 and 1.00 pOints (with no 

expectation) in both tests. As in Cooksey's study. too, 

increased family-size showed the expected negative effect on 

both the Portuguese and mathematics scores al though the 

estimated impacts of varying the size were qui te small in 

absolute terms. 

Two parallel research projects carried out in Kenya (Sali et 

al., 1984:68-9) and Tanzania (Drenth et .9l., 1983: 155-6 ) 

based on identical method of data collection and analysis 

have also produced interesting evidences from the East 

Afr ican perspecti ve. The pred i ctor var i ab 1 es e xami ned for 

their effects included SES (a composi te index of parents' 

education and occupation), material facilities in the house. 

parents' support and interest in school work, and fami 1 y

size. The criterion measures were of two t ypes: Examinations 

and Aptitude test scores. The e xamination consis t s of 

English, Mathematics, General Knowledge and Ki-Swahili 

language (for Tanzania ) prepared by the Examinations counci 

of the respective countries for the certification of primary 

school leaving (P7) pupils. The Aptitude tests consisted of 

fifteen different ability measures co-operaLively adopted or 

spec i all y deve loped by the two search ing groups. The P7 

pupils of Kenya, (sample 571) and Tanzania (sample 892) were 

then selected to take the two sets of tests and can 

concurrently filled the background questionnaires. The 

resulting data was analyzed using OLS (multiple regression) . 
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SES and maternal facilities in the house (light. study 

room.etc.) showed positive correlations with all examination 

results in both studies though the Tanzanian group observed 

more clear correlation co-efficient than that of the Kenyan. 

These two predictors were also positively related to all the 

fifteen Aptitude test scores in the Tanzanian study; while 

negative correlation co-efficient were found between each of 

them and the Aptitude test results in the Kenyan case. In the 

Tanzanian study, parents' support and interest (helping with 

homework, talking about school. etc.) was positively related 

to all examination and Aptitude test scores with one 

expectation. But in the Kenyan investigation this variable 

was positively associated only with the English Examination 

result and with five (out of 15) Aptitude tests. The Kenyan 

research group interpreted the predominantly negati ve 

correlations (thirteen instances) as cases which might have 

resulted from "the presence or absence of a need for help " 

from the part of children. In the Kenyan study, too, 

s ubstant i al nega ti ve corre I at ions were found for f ami I y-s i ze . 

That is, decreased family size was positi vely associated only 

wi th th e scores on "Mar k-Numbers "-on Aptitude test which was 

meant to measure pupi 1 s' perceptual speed. The Tanzani an 

study i denti fied just the opposi te: decreased f ami 1 y size was 

positi vely (though distant) related to all Examination and 

Apti tude test Scores. Gi ven the locational simi lari ty of 

Kenya and Tanzania and in view of the similarity of the 

instruments and methods of analysis used the variation in the 

results of the two studies particularly for family-size and 

parents' support and interest in school work is surprising. 
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In sum, different evidences have revealed that home

characteristics are variously related to student cognitive 

achievement with some variables, particularly size of family 

and condi tion for study at home, showing more consistent 

statistical influences. 

2.3.2. The Impact of pupil-personal 

Factors 

Various researchers have examined the effects of multiples of 

student related variables including sex, age, preschool 

education, class repetition and attitude towards schooling. 

In Bridge et aI's review student age showed a strong 

negati ve, impact on the verbal read i ng, and mathema ti cs 

achievement of sixth graders. Kindergarten attendance was 

strongly and positively correlated with all sorts of 

achi evement expect in Mi che I son's (1970) study wh i ch rep n( te lj 

nonsigni ficant posi ti ve resul t for si xth grade reading score. 

Student sex was found to have inconsistent association: 

nonsignificant negative in four cases, significant negative 

in one case, nonsignificant positive in four cases, 

signi ficant posi ti ve in two case, and zero impact in two 

cases. In general however reading achievement tended to be 

greater for girls than for boys while mathematics achievement 

favoured by boys. Male students also appeared at a 

disadvantage in verbal ach i evement. The revi ewers f inall y 

concluded that being a female detracts from mathematics 

achievement while positively contributing to verbal and 
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reading achievement, that achievement declines with age, and 

that kindergarten experience makes a posi tive contribution to 

achievement. 

From the developing countries perspective, Schiefelbein and 

Simmon's synthesis has examined the effects of class 

repetition, preschool education, and sex. The reviewers 

observed nine cases (out of thirteen) in which repeating 

students achi eved lower than non-repeati ng students. They 

also identi fied three cases (out of four) in which 

participation in pre primary educational programs contributed 

for the betterment of performance in the elementary schools. 

Finally, achievement favoured boys than girls in nine cif ten 

studies. 

In Lockheed and Kumenan's (1988) study of the factors 

a f fecting the mathematics achievement of eight graders in 

Nigeria (N=700) and Swaziland CN =593 ) older pupils and gir s 

showed significantly poor performanc e while students with 

kindergarten e xperience and more positive attitude to maths 

a nd maths teachers performed at a higher level. These finding 

were al so supported by Lockheed and Bruns' (1990) study in 

Braz il. Loc kheed and Bruns e xamined the effects of sex, age, 

pr eschool education, and attitude towards schooling on 

mathematics and Portuguese achievement of high school pupils 

(N=2648). In this study, older pupils performed less well 

than younger ones, girls performed less well than boys 

speci all yin mathemat i cs. pup i 1 s with kindergarten exper i ence 

scored at a slightly better level specially in Portuguese . 
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and pupils with relatively high level attitude achieved 

higher than others. 

In the Ethiopian context, Deresse et.~'s study has shown 

some contrasting results for the impact of sex, age,. pre

school experience and attitude toward schooling on the 

mathematics. amharic reading and amharic writing achievement 

of second, third and fourth graders. In amharic girls did 

better than boys in all cases of the three grades except for 

the grade three amharic reading. On the contrary, the mean 

achievement for mathematics were better for boys though the 

difference was significant in only one case. With respect to 

age, older pupils attained better than younger ones in all 

areas until grade three while the results were reversed at 

grade four. The result for pre-school education contrasted 

with the findings of studies in other countries. Comparing 

the results if pupils who participated in either Church or 

Koran or Kindergarten program and the results of those who 

did not participate the in vestigators found six times (out of 

nine) better achievement results for nonparticipating 

students. Student 

significant impact 

attitude towards schooling showed 

in many cases. In twenty out of twenty 

five checked comparisons high attitudinal level was strongly 

associated with achievement. It was only in grade three that 

pupils of medium attitudinal level scored slightly better 

than pupils of high attitudinal level. These exceptions could 

even be explained by the measurement errors that have 

contaminated the instrument of data collection. That is, when 

the researchers divide respondents into "low", "medium" and 
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"high" attitudinal levels most of the students levelled 

"medium" might be concentrated around the upper limit of the 

dividing point. 

2.3.3. The Impact of School-Classroom 

Characteristics 

The quality of education as reflected in academic achievement 

can not be divorced from school and classroom quality 

indicators. The issue of wether schools make a difference has 

been addressed by various researchers. And" it is now widely 

recognized that schools do have important effect" (Vulliamy, 

1987:217). In the developing countries however liThe relative 

magnitude of effects from different school factors has been 

explored only rarely... We know very little about the 

efficiency with which school factors raise or lower 

achievement" (F,uller, 1987:275). In addition, there are 

mathodological di fferences in studing the effect of 

achievement of a certain variable. Some use simple bivariate 

analysis, others use multivariate analysis, and still others 

employ qualitative descriptive techniques. 

The following review highlights the few available studies 

that have emphasized effect sizes or the efficiency wi th 

which a particular school factor boosts achievement. One of 

the recent studies that examined the effects of school 

related variables that reported by Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda 

(1987). The researchers examined the relationship between 

achievement and three specific school and classroom quality 
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indicators. They took a sample of 2559 pupils writing their 

final examination given at the end of seven years primary 

schooling in Botswana. They collected the marks in English, 

Maths, Science and Social Studies as criteria measures. They 

also used "availability of classrooms " , "availability of 

desks and seats" and "availability of books" as independent 

predictors. "Availability of classroom " was operationalized 

as "adequate" and " in adequate " , "availability of desks and 

seats" as "sufficient" and " insufficient " and "availability 

of books" as "sufficient" and "insufficient". The overall 

analysis revealed that pupils in schools with adequate 

classrooms sufficient desks and seats, and sufficient books 

perform significantly better than pupils in schools which 

inadequately possessed the three indicators. For example, the 

English performance of pupils from adequately furnished 

schoo 1 s was si gni f i cantl y better than the performance of 

pupils from inadequately furnished schools (t=21.9, df=1627, 

p=O.OOl). Vulli amy' s research in Papua New Guinea also 

reinforced these findings. 

Vulliamy investigated the schools related factors affecting 

grades eight and then students who took internal assessment 

examinations and a School Certificate Examination in what are 

called core subjects --- English, Maths, Science and Social 

Sci ence. Tak ing these subjects as product measures, the 

researcher then analyzed the effects of class-size, classroom 

facilities, school facilities, and instructional materials 

stratifying his sample into various categories. In his 

finding, large class-size (student-teacher ratio) showed a 
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relatively much greater impact on small school; better school 

and classroom facilities also exerted significant positive 

effects on the quality of classroom teaching and on pupils' 

achievement. The wri ter concluded from this finding that liThe 

lack of the most basic facilities in many Third World 

schools. .. not onl y depresses staff and student moral but 

also acts as an impediment to effective teaching and 

learning" (P.220). 

Fuller (1987) has also related in his review some research 

undertakings that investigated the impact of class-size and 

instructional materials on achievement. The Malaysian study 

of 89 secondary schools (Beebout, 1972) found a significant 

effect of smaller class-size on pupils' language achievement. 

Jamison (1982, in Nicaragua) examined the relative magnitude 

of achievement effects resul ting from experimentally 

introducing text books, radio, and lowering of class-size. But 

as Fuller observed, lowering class-size with the intent of 

raising achievement was not found to be an effective strategy 

for cost reduction even if pupils in the treatment group 

achieved relatively better. Further, in studies undertaken in 

different developing countries library materials, desks, 

dup 1 i cators, telephone , and other schoo 1 f ac iIi ti es were 

found to strongly predict student achievement. Fuller's 

comprehensive review of over sixty empirical studies has also 

shown that the positive effects of instructional materials 

specially those related to reading and writing were 

consistent across several non-experimental and experimental 

research des igns. I n short, schoo l-c I assroom re I ated 
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vari abIes are posi ti ve predictors of student achievement 

although the evidence presented her is limited. 

2.3.4. The Impact of Teacher Characteristics 

It is generally recognized that teachers' 

characteristics are important determinants 

background 

of student 

achievement. But the question of the relative importance of 

teacher related variables is not yet clearly answered. In 

this sectiona brief of some pmpirical findings and research 

s yntheses is presented with particular emphasis to teacher 

sex . age. experience. devotion to teaching. expections of 

student performance, and attitude towards the profession. In 

Schiefelbein and Simmons' review of the determinants of 

school achievement in Africa, Asia, and Latin America sex 

appeared significant predictor with the expected sign in two 

of four cases. That is, males at primary and lower secondary 

and females at the upper secondary schools. Age showed 

statistically nonsig nificant relat.ionship with achie vement in 

both cases of the two observations while in about one-third 

(seven of nine t een) observations. 

also identified a single study 

Schiefelbein and Simmons 

in 

signi ficant effect coefficient for 

Asia which reported 

teachers' devotion to 

teac hing as measured by motivation as its pro xty. 

In another comprehensive syntesis of research totally devoted 

to the examination of teacher effects on achievement, Avalos 

and Haddad have also observed important variations in the 

e xpl ana tory power of teacher character i sti cs var i ab 1 es . In 
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this review, sex did not appear a significant predictor of 

achievement in most of the studies. A few studies, on the 

other hand, indicated that teachers in the thirty to forty 

age bracket showed greater job satisfaction than younger or 

older ones. They also appeared better adjusted with a better 

knowledge of educational attitude. These all, in turn, 

contributed to the betterment of pupils' achievement . 

Concerning the relationship between teaching experience and 

student achievement, the reviewer identified five positive 

cases, three neutral, and four negative ones. Teachers' 

expectations of student performance is also highly related to 

student achievement as Avalos and Haddads' synthesis 

revealed. Teachers' attitude towards their profession also 

showed a considerable impact on various kinds of achievement . 

This brief review therefore shows that variables describing 

teacher characteristics have differential impact on pupils 

achievement. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

DESIGN AND PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 

The main purpose of this study was to investigate the extent 

to which major factors related to home background, pupil

personal, school-classroom and teacher attributes influence 

the English achievement of fifth and sixth graders in Gondar 

town. According 1 y, the carrel at i anal me thad of research whi ch 

depends on correlation and regression coefficients was 

followed by the investigator. This c hapter describes the 

research var i abIes se lected, the sampl ing procedures 

followed, the tools of data collection employed, and the 

methods of data analysis used. 

3.1. The Research Variables 

In this investigation the researcher e xamined the impact of 

t h i r t y independent va r iables on one dependent variable. The 

depende nt va r iable use d as a criterion measure at each gr ade 

level was student's score on an achie vement test prepared by 

t he investigator himsel f. The independent variables were 

basic factors describing the five major blocks in tne 

modified Murnane- Philips (1981) structural equation model. 

These variables were selected after t he investigator made an 

e x tensive survey of related literature reflecting the works 

of EPF and P-P researchers. 

Two main cri teria were used as sources of guidance for 

variable selection. Since it is almost impossible to include 
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all specific factors which may have direct or indirect 

effects, only those ind pendent which are recognized by many 

researchers as having main, direct impact were considered for 

inclusion in the analysis. A variable was also retained only 

if it is related to the existing socio-economic and 

educational realities of the research setting, that is Gondar 

town. For example, variables " time allocated for teaching" 

and " content of text books" were excluded on the basis of the 

second criterion. Because, by the time of data collection", 

English was unif ormly taught for five periods a week and 

teaching depended only on one textbook of the same content 

centrally produced for each grade level-variables such as 

these would be meaningless if they were included in the 

analysis. For a variable to be relevant as a determinant of 

achievement, there must exist In the population some 

individuals who can be sampled to reflect its influence. 

Based on th e tw o c riteria then thirty inde pendent variables 

we r e s elec t ed fo r inc lusi on in the f "nal a nalysis. Twenty two 

of th e thirty pr edi cator variables are quantitative each 

measur ed on a conti no us s cale. The r e st are qulitative which 

do not assum e num e ri cal values. In order to use the 

quanlitative variables 

resear cher artifi c ially 

in a r egressi on analysis. the 

created dummy measures for those 

which are not true dichotomies. A brief description of the 

thirty independent variables, as used in this study, is 

presented below under each major block. 
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Block-B: Home background Characteristics 

x·- Family size 
1 

X,- Father's education 
L 

x - Mother's education 

x4- Father's occupation 

xS- Mother's occupation 

x -
b 

Cond i ti ons for study at home 

x7- Parental support 

Family size (x) is a continuous variable defined as the 

number of people (parents, sisters, brothers and others) 

living in the household of the target students. Father's 

education (x) and Mother ' s education (x3) are also continuous 

variables defined as the number of years of formal schooling 

that each parent has attended. 

Father's occupation (x 4) and Mother ' s occupation (xS) are both 

dummy variables constructed on the basis of the Central 

Statistical Authority's document (1990: 16~-72) which lists 

the following occupational categories: (1) managerial, (2) 

professional, (3) sales, (4) skilled crafts, (5) clerical, 

(6) labourer, (7) farmer and (8) others- pensioners . 

students, etc. For the purpose of this study students' 

fathers who are under categories 'i' through '4' were coded 

"1", otherwise "0" . There is no systematic meaning impl ied in 

"O"s and /l1/1 s since occupations are qualitative indices . 

Simply those coded "0" are used as reference groups while 

interpreting the impact of variables x4 an d xS ' 
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Condi tions for study (x6) is a continuous variable defined by 

the presence or absence in the pupi I' s house of such 

educationally important provisions as regular food, adequate 

time, adequate light and study room. Parental support is also 

a continuous variable operationalized as parents' interest in 

their chi ld' s school work expressed by such activi ties as 

encouraging, helping, and providing the necessary learning 

materials. 

Block-I: Pupil-Personal Characteristics 

x8 sex 

x9 age 

xlO preschoo 1 educa t i on 

xl! class repetition 

xl2 prior achievement 

x(3 attitude towards schooling 

Three of the six factors ciescribing the student - personal 

input block are used as dummy variables. Student sex (xa) is 

a dummy variable (boys=l; girls=O) that was expected to have 

no impact on students' Engl ish achievement. Age of grade five 

and six student is a continuous variable defined as the 

number of years since hirth. 

Preschool education (attended=1, otherwise 0) is a dummy 

variable defined as the pre-primary educational history of 

target pupil related to church, kuran or kindergarten 

educational programs. Class repetition (repeating=1, 

otherwise 0) is also a dummy variable refle ting the success 
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or failure of a student in anyone of the lower primary 

grades. Prior achievement (x I2) is a continuous variable 

defined as pupils' total result on English tests and 

examinations given during the first semester of the 1992/93 

academic year. Finally. attitude toward schooling (x I3) is a 

continuous variable operationalized as the subjective 

judgment that students have about schools, classmates, 

English teachers and the language itself. 

Block-S: School-classroom Characteristics 

x 4 School-community relations 

xl' Principal's perception 

X lo School facilities 

x - Classroom facilities 

x. Instructional materials , 

X t9 Class size 

School- community relations (xl~) is a continuous variable 

defined as the extent to which the local communi ty cooperates 

v.ith the school in order to facilitate program 

implementation. It also refers to the local community's 

interest in the well-being. conduct and achie ement of 

stud nts. Principal's perception (x IS) is a dummy variable 

defined as the dimension of leader hip behaviour that a 

school principal favours. Based on Halpin ' s grouping a 

principal who believe that the " initiating structure" 

dimension of leadership is more important than the 

consideration dimension was coded " 1"; and "0" otherwise . 

School facilitles (x ' r ) is a continuou variable used a an 
(, 
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indicator of school quality based and 

condition of such basic school provisions as tea-room and 

play-ground. Classroom facilities (x l) is also a continuous 

variable used as an indicator of classroom quality based on 

the availability and/or conditions of basic school supplies 

such as desks, windows and others. 

Instructional material (xIS) is a continuous variable which 

refers to the availability of basic English teaching aids. 

Class size (x I9 ) is a dummy variable referring to the total 

number of students in a given section. A student sampled from 

a class size of more than fifty was coded "I" otherwise "0" . 

This coding was based on the Ministry of Education's document 

(MOE, 1988:67) which recommends that elementary school size 

should not exceed fifty. 

Block-P: Teacher Characteristics 

x20 Se x 

x21 Age 

x22 Teaching experience 

x23 Devotion to teaching 

x24 Exp ec tation of student 

x25 attitud e towards job 

Sex (x 0) is a dummy variable (male=l; female=O) expected to 

have no impact on the target pupils ' achiev ement. Age ex I) 

i sac 0 n tin u 0 us va ria b 1 e mea sur e d as the n urn be r 0 f yea r s 

since birth. Teaching experience (x2) is also a continuou 

variable referring to the number of years that a teacher ha 
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served in the teaching profession . Devotion to teaching (x23) 

is a continuous variable reflecting teachers' motivation as 

indicated by the time spent on preparing lessons, correcting 

assignm nts and consulting parents. Expectation of student 

performance (xl() is a continuous variable defined as the 

subjective, prejudging attitude of teachers about their 

students' future achievement. AttJtude toward job (x2S) is a 

continuous variable reflecting teachers' commitment to their 

profession. 

Block-Q: Teacher Classroom Behaviours 

x26 P 1 ann i ng 

x27 C 1 ar i t Y 

x28 Flexibility 

x29 Feedback and Reinforcement 

x30 Managemen t and Con t ro 1 

These five elements of the "d irect instruction " strategy are 

continuous variables. Planning defin e s tea che rs ' skills of 

lesson plan preparation during the reactive phase of 

instruction. Clarity (x7) reflects teachers ability to 

communicate the lesson objectives and content during the 

interactive phase of teaching. Fl exi bi 1 i ty (x,, ) 
~ 

expresses 

teachers' ability to vary situations or interactions in order 

to keep learners on the learning task. Feedback and 

reinforcement (x29) reflect teacher's behaviour in responding, 

encouraging and supporting pupils. Finally, 

management and control define the reactive and 

corrective measures teachers take on behaviours of pupils . 
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3.2. Subjects and Sample Procedures 

The subjects were grade five and six students in Gonder town 

who were attending English classes in the regular program. 

These two upper primary grades were chosen because pupils at 

this level are relatively matured enough to fill 

questionnaires more objecti vel y than those in the lower 

grades. The primary level is preferred to the junior and 

senior level because it would be profitable if pupils' 

English learning and achievement patterns are studied before 

they jo in higher I eve 1 s. That is. what students' Engl ish 

performance will be in higher grades will partly depended on 

their learning in the primary schools. 

The investigator concentrated on English because it was his 

minor area of specialization in his under graduate study. The 

skills acquired in this area would therefore help him see 

problems and facilities in learning the language and 

construct test items for measuring pupils' abilit y . 

Finally. Gondar town was selected as the centre of study for 

the basic reason that the investigator could secure adequate 

cooperation and assistance from the educational officers. 

teachers and directors wi th some of whom he had personal 

acquaintance. In view of the extended time (nearly three 

months) that the process of data collection took . the 

required level of cooperation and assistance could not have 

been realized in other places. 

The total number of primary schools in Gonder town is 
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sixteen. Included in this figure are "kebele 02" and "kebele 

19" wh i ch respect i ve 1 y pro v i ded educat i on upto second and 

forth grades by the time of data collection. One school named 

"kebele 16" also worked in a single-shift-system and only one 

teacher was ass i gned to teach Engl ish for both grades five 

and six. This teacher usually did not appear in the school 

because of his engagement in other community services. These 

three schoo 1 s (kebe 1 e 02, kebel e 16 and kebe 1 e 19) were 

therefore not included in the study. In each of the 

remaining thirteen schools there were at least one and utmost 

eight sections in the respective grade levels. The average 

class size in each section of grade five was about fifty-five 

and in that of grade six about sixty. 

The total number of fifth grade students was 2602. There were 

also 2,995 pupils attending in all sections of grade six by 

the time of data collection. The total number of Eng ish 

teachers was seventeen and sixteen for grade five anc six 

respectively. 

For the purpose of including all the thirty-three Engl ish 

teachers in the analysis, one to two sections were ranaomly 

selected from each grade level of the thirteen schools. 

depending on the number of the teachers working there. At 

first 1000 fifth graders and 1220 six graders were selected 

to participate in filling the questionnaires and setting for 

the achievement tests. However, some pupils from both grade 

levels did not appear for the achievement tests. Therefore, 

complete and useable data was secured from 780 and 890 

students respectively from grades five and six. 
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3.3. Tools of Data Collection 

The necessary data for the study were cullected using fuur 

instruments: (1) achievement test, (2) questionnaires, (3) 

school and classroom inventory, and (4) classroom teaching 

observation schedule. 

3.3.1. Achievement Test 

Two forms of achievement tests (one for each target grade) 

comprising comprehension, spelling, tense, vocabulary, and 

sound identification items were developed based on the grade 

level objectives given in the Ethiopian School Syllabuses 

(1964) and the content covered in the respective text books. 

The test prepared for grade five covered chapters 

16.17,18,19,20,21 and 22 of the text-book and originally 

consisted of forty i terns but ten were excluded after the 

pilut-test. 

The ten excluded items w re 

CUrSl\-e 'l'.riting 

prepared to 

incluu'd 

test student 

ill the lis t of 

objectives for 

abilit) Wllich 

that grade level. Unfortunately, teachers 

usually do Ilut teach cursiv v.riting for they give efilpllasi~ 

to other aspects of tile language. As a result all students 

who took the pilot-t st failed to write cursive letters. The 

sit u a t ion t 1 t~ ref 0 r com pel I d tile i 1l V est i g tor to d r u pal I 

the ten items from the final test. T11 analysis finally 

depended on thirty items orne of which wer improved after 

item analysis. The test items are put as Appendix 'A'. The 
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test prepared for gr ade si x covered chapters 16, 17" 18, 19, 

20, 21 and 22 of the text-book and consisted of forty items 

(Appendix B). 

The two acrlievement tests were pilot tested one week before 

the final testing with twenty-five students of the respective 

grade levels at Hibret Junior and Primary School in Gondar 

town. After the items were pilot-tested in such a manner they 

were item analysed in order to identify the difficulty level 

and the discrimination power of each item. The necessary 

revision was made on each item based on the result of item 

analysis. The reliability index of the two sets of tests was 

computed using Kuder-Richardson formula 21(K-R21): 
. 

r = (K/K-l) {l-(m(K-m))/Ka-} 

where, 

r correlation coefficient 

K number of items ill the test 

m the meal 

(J" \" a ria nee 0 r t 11 e co r eon the t est ( E be , 

197 9 :20). 

Apply those furmula, tht' r e li ble index of tl e gr de five 

test was found to b 0.81 and that of grade ix 0.86. The 

content validity of th t' item was also checked against the 

objective stated in the pth i opL<!L..s...~J]QQl S\llabuses. The 

tests were dependable. Finally, each s t of tests wa 

administered on April 2& and 29, 1992 in cooperation with 

selected investigators (English teachers totally excluded) to 

the actual target groups. 
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3.3.2. Questionnaires 

Three separate questionnaires were prepared for students, 

teachers and directors. The structured questionnaire 

(Appendix E) filled by students was used to collect data on 

their personal and home background characteristics. Thi s 

questi onnaire (Amhar i c versi on) was first admini stered to 

about thirty pupils at each grade level randomly selected 

from Meseret Elementary School in Gondar town. After 

correcting for errors and conceptual difficulties the final 

form was then admini stered to the respecti ve grade level 

students. The adminstration procedure was as follows: the 

instructor first read out the question and the possible 

answers, gave further explanation, and the pupils 

simultaneously answered the question. 

The questionnaire prepared for teachers was structured. 

Its purpose was to collect data on teachers' background 

characteristics which might have direct or indirect influence 

on students' English achievement. It was prepared in Amharic 

and tested wi th fi fteen teachers randomly selected from 

Hi bret Junior and El ementary School in Gondar town. After 

correcting for errors and conceptual difficulties, the final 

form (Appendix C) was distributed to all of the target grades 

in Gondar town. The respondents were allowed to take the 

questionnaire home and return it after two weeks so that they 

waul d give we II-thought responses. All the questionnai res 

were returned and used in the analysis. 
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-The questionnaire for school principals [Appendix 0(11)] was 

used to elicit information on their own perception of 

leadership behaviour and the extent of school-community 

relations. The part that asked for school-communi ty relations 

was prepared by the investigator based on review of related 

literature; and that which asked for directors perception of 

leadership behaviour was prepared by Halpin (1966:88-9) for 

use in America schools This questionnaire was directly used 

by the investigator for all the items included seem relevant 

to Ethiopian schools too. Halpin prepared this questionnaire 

in the form of rating scale. 

The first part of the questionnaire consists of fi fteen 

statements which reflect the system-orientation or, in 

Halpin's terms, the 'ini ti ating structure" behaviour of 

director. The second part also consists of fifteen statements 

that describe the person-orientation or, in Halpin's words, 

the "consideration " behaviour of directors. 

The questionnaire was translated into Amharic, pilot-tested 

with fi ve directors in Go ndar town and corrected for some pit 

falls. The final form was then distributed to all directors 

in the target schools. Rating was made as follows. The first 

part that asked for school-community relations was rated from 

low (0) to high (4) for each school. The second part that 

asked for directors perception of leadership behaviour was 

rated from low (0) to high (4) for both the "the initiating 

structure" and the "consideration" dimensions. Then the 

di fference between ttle resul ts on ttle " ini tiating structure" 
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and the "consideration" dimensions was taken as the major 

perception of a director. 

3.3.3. School and Classroom Inventory 

In order to collect data on school and classroom conditions, 

facilities, and equipment a check list was prepared by the 

investigator (Appendix 0-1). The check list involved all the 

basic classroom related facilities. Using the checklist J the 

investigator himself recorded the availability and the 

condition of the major items in the sChool and the observed 

classrooms. Based on the availability and quality of the 

school-classroom related characteristics items were rated 

from low (0) to high (4) for the purpose of analysis. 

3.3.4. Classroom Observation Schedule 

Classroom observation was made for four perods of forty 

minutes in each of the thirty-three target sections. This 

means that each teacher's classroom behaviour was observed 

for four periods and averaged first for each behaviour 

indicator and then for all indictors. A five-point rating 

scale (l=very poor, 2=poor, 3=satisfactory, 4=good, 5=very 

good) was used for this purpose. The scale was prepared based 

on literature review and distributed to Senior Educational 

Adminstration students in A.A.U. who had many years of 

experience in teaching and administration, to graduate 

students in the department of TEFL in A.A.U., and to graduate 

students in the department of Curriculum and Instruction in 
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A.A.U. who have taken courses related to classroom teaching 

evaluation. 

They were asked to indicate each items degree of relevance 

for the stated purpose according to the following scale: 

highly relevant, relevant, somewhat relevant, and irrelevant. 

Items rated "h ighly relevant" were directly accepted for use 

by the investigator. 

Those rated "relevant" and "somewhat relevant" were improved 

based on the comments forwarded and further review of related 

literature. No item was rated 'irrelevant'. The final form 

(Appendix F) was then used for the actual evaluation of 

teachers' classroom behaviour. 

3.~. Method of Data Analysis 

After the information was collected in the manner described 

above all home and pupi -personal characteristics school and 

teacher related vari ables were aggregated at individual 

level; and those related to school-classroom and teacher 

related variables were aggregated at classroom (group) level. 

Separate analysis was run for grades five and six samples. 

The whole data were processed using the COBOL computer 

program available in the System Design and Data Processing 

Department of Addis Ababa University. The statistical 

technique of multi-variate regression analysis was employed 

as the basic method of data analysis. The statistical impact 
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on the dependant variable of any independent variable was 

th e n a cce pted at 0.05 ( or better) significant level. 

Tabl e I pr ov id e s a summary des cription on the type, number of 

indi cators, instrument, uni t of measurement and value for 

each variable. 

I 
Code 

I 
y I 

I 

X: I 

I 
I 

X2 I 

I 
I i 

).3 

X· 

X: 

X 

i 

ij 7 , 
I 

I 

~ X8 i 
I 

.! 

y: I 
I 

i 

X'~ 
I 

I 

Xl: 

TABLE I 
De scription of the Major Research Variables 

C = continuous; D = dummy; 
~* = Grade 5 = 4 ; Grad e 6 = 5 
~** = Grade 5 = 21; Grade 6 = 26 

I I 

I Variab e ype 

I 
No i instrument unit of 

e Name InDicator I Measurement 
I : ! 

I I 1 
! I 

Achieveme t I 
C Achievement res: NUllloer I I I 

I I I I 

r allli 1 y-si Z2 I C i ' 
I Student questionna:'e I N rooer 
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i 
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I i i 

I 
I I 

~t:r,er ' s :cJcat:o , I " S:uden~ qUES:~J~~ 2: r= ~ . milEr 

I 
I . Student ques t.arona';:: NUlDoer 

Met-:' I: cc::..p. ~ stuoer,: G~e:tIon~::': kUllloer 
(hign=l) 

Gondl tions for st de t I c - items Student questionnaire scaie(Otoi) I 
at home 

Darp a' 5 port I ,.. stuoe-t ques'ion "w - I 
, ! l. I I ., . ~ .. : e 

I I , I 

Sex (ooy=l) 
I 

0 I 1 i Student questionnaIre i 
I I Numoer 

I I 
I I i 
I 

, 
I Stuoent questiOrii ii::: I Age I 

I C I I umoer 
i I I 

Pres:nuoi eoucation I I 
I 

S tudem qUEm anr.a~ "; NUlRoer 
I • I ( attended=l) I 

G:ass-re~e:; t::m I 
~ 

I , 
I Stuae qUest:Q~i : : ' : N mDe: i I . I , 

(repea:: c;:: I I , 

Vale 
lIIin. 

I" 
I 

3 
I 
I 
I 

., 
u 
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I 

1 
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I 
I 

I 
I 

!' 

lIax. 
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I 

I 
I 1 
I 
I 

I 16 
I 
I 

is 

I 
I 
I 
I 

1 j 
I 

I 

I 
1 

-

1 

I 
I 

, 

, 

~ 

I 

ij 
d 
~ 
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XI2 Previous achievetent C - Student questionnaire Nu*ler 0 100 

XI3 Atti tUDe taliaro C 8 items Student questionnaire Scale( 1 to3) 8 24 
schooling 

X' Scho -co n ty C 9 itells Director's quest onnaire sca e(Oto ) 0 36 
rel ations 

XIS Director's percept 'on 0 30 items Director's questlonnaire sca e(Ot04) 
(initiating struct.=I) (different) 

X Schoo -faci ities C 9 itels check is scale (Ot02) 0 20 

Xl C ass room faci it'es C 8 itm ehecList sea e(l t03) 8 

XI8 AV-instrUie ta C b i tellS check ist sea e( o ) b 18 
materials I 

XI9 ~lass-slze (about50=l) D 1 checklist NUiber 0 I 

2 Teac e"s S2X ( a:e=l) I 
I ieacher q es lonOiUre Naber I 
I 

X21 eae er's Age C 1 I ieacner questionnaire Nullber 27 50 

X22 Teae ing exper 'enee C I 1 I eaeher questionnaire I NUIDer L7 I 2 

I I 
X2 De ot on to tEac 'ng C itellS I eaener ques ti nnaire sea e(l 0 ) 

I 
15 

X2 Expecrat. n of studen C 
I items i ieac er q es.b 3h~ ! sea e I i 

I I 
. 

perforGia.1ce I (H04) I I 
I 

I 
" ;~ I, _... , . ! - I .. -- , , c - - r 

. ...." ... ,~ 8 • te _ IE:C.,e q es. ~1,i1 cl. c sea : ( ~"~ ~ C n... oe 

c 5 items ~jassr"cm OuSEr~atiQ I sca ell t05, 
I 

5 
I 

5 m.5 
, 

C' assr:: JC::' /Ct. -Ii scale( ~ toS. S 
. I . 

X26 
I 

Flexici:' Y 
I 

c 
I 

51teills I C:assroom ooser atlon I sea e{i (05) I 5 I 25 1 I I , I , I I I 

X29 I Feeo ac~ ana C 5 'tel 5 I :lassrJo "C:E',atlon 1 seale(l 5) ! S I 25 
~ 

I I 
I 

i ilelnfor:c~en: I I 

X30 I HanagE;e~t ana Contra C S ltems I C assrOQm observation scale( 1 toS) I 5 I 25 i I 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

Following the procedures outlined in chapter three, the 

required data was collected on 780 fifth and 890 sixth graders 

drawn from senenteen and sixteen classrooms respectively. In 

this chapter, the information gathered is presented, described 

and analysed. All the basic data pertaining to the relative 

importance of the predictors variables are summarized in the 

form of tables so as to give a clear picture of the results. 

The main strategy used to analyse the data was multiple 

regression which specifically helped to determine and compare 

the coeffiecents of predictor variables. Based on the nature of 

the variables, again, home (x t ,x2"" ,x) and pupil-personal 

(x ,x9' ... ,x!;) characteristics were aggregated at individual 

level and entered as a single set of regressors. The regression 

analysis gave outputs for all these thirteen variables . The 

rest seventeen variables involved in the school-classroom. 

teacher characteristics and teacher behaviour blocks were, on 

the other hand. aggregated at group level based on classrooms 

sampled from each grade level. Because the number of 

observations (16and 17 classrooms) was small compared to the 

number of independent variables included. the regresion process 

excluded those variables which could not reach the minimum 

tolerance (F == 0.005) level. Accordingly, variables X.-, x," x 
• t jo. 

and x t : were rejected from the grade fi e data. Variables x , 
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x ( ' x23 and x29 could also not reach the minimum level of 

tolerance. The following anlysis is therefore based on the 

remaining twenty-six independent variables in the respective 

data sets. 

The Relative Importance of Predictor Variables 

In the next part of the analysis the relative importance of the 

thirty predictor variables is determined by testing the 

individual regression coefficients for statistical 

significance. For the sake of convenience and for the sake of 

group comparison. each variable is examined together with other 

variables in its block. 

TABLE II 

Regression Results: Home Characteristics 

on Achievement (Y) 
============================================================= 

Six( =890 ) 
Independent Variable 

Fami 1 y-s i ze (X . ) 

Father's education(X) 

~other ' s education (X 3) 
Father's occupation(X4) 

Mother's occupation (Xs) 

Conditions for study (Xo) 

Parental support (X 7) 
Degree of freedom (df) 

Grade 

b · 

Fi ve ( . =780) Grade 

SE 
i 

SE b : 

-0.0401 0.0172 
(-1.3234) 

0.2S6&~ 0.0323 
(7.9Su4) 

0.2819c 0.0328 
(8.59Lf5) 

0.1810 0.0946 
(11.9124) 

0.5572 
(1.5807) 
0.2644(.. 
(5.7478) 

0.4999' 
(5.604'3) 

0.3525 

0.0460 

0.0892 

766 

-0.1375 0.07~6 
(-1. 0432) 

o . 3 3 9 1~ O. 0 4 8 9 
(6.9;,46) 

0.652ff 0.0568 
( 11.f~30) 

0.7675 0.3997 
(1.9202) 

0.1558 0.3586 
(0.4345) 

c 0.3063. 0.0449 
(6.82'63) 

0.S284~ 0.0876 
(6.23 0) 866 

============================================================= 
b = raw regre~sion coefficient (t-value in parenthesis) 
SE = Standard Error 

c = p < O.oOJ 
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Table II presents the regression resul ts for the seven home 

related variables separated for internal comparison from the 

rest thirteen possible out-of-school determinants of 

achievement included in the analysis. The pattern of the 

results reveals some important variations. And each regression 

coefficient can be interpreted as an estimate of the variable's 

statistical impact on students' achievement regardless of the 

inter-correlations that exist between the variable and the 

remaining independent factors. 

The first coefficient (b l ) indicates that increasing family-size 

by one unit would reduce the mean achievement of fifth and 

sixth graders by 0.0401 and 0.1375 points respectively. 

Howe er, the respective computed t-values (-1.3234 and -1.8432) 

of bl are less than the tabulated t-value (1.960) at the pre

determined minimum alpha level and the degree of freedom (df) 

associated with each sample. Thus, though coming from a bigger 

family appears to exert a negative influence on achievement the 

estimated statistical impact coefficients are not significantly 

different from zero. 

It can therefore be concluded that, other things being equal, 

increased number of persons in a household has no significant 

relationship with the English achievement of the target pupils. 

This conclusion confirms ~inkler's (Bridge et al.) Observation 

for eighth grade mathematics score in the U.S.A. and Harbison 

and Hanusherk ' s finding for second grade mathematics and 

Portuguese test results in rural Brazil; while contradicting 

other studies reviewed in chapter two. 

It is us all~ argued by researchers who found strong negative 

impact coefficients that children's competition for parental 

support could be the major cause for the low achievement of 

pupils from families of larger size. While this contention 

seems reasonable enough it is also likely that a child can be 

motivated to learn and to achieve better if most of the family 



members possess positive attitude towards schooling and are 

successful in their own learning. If this situation prevails 

in many of the families where the sampled individuals were 

drawn, it may decrease the diluting effect of additional 

perSOIlS thereby making the calculated coe fficient (b.) modest 

rather than strong. 

As table II also shows, regressing pupils ' achievement on the 

rest six home r lated variables resulted in positive impact 

coefficients of varying magnitude. It can be seen from 

c 0 e f f i c i e n t s b: and b3 t hat a 0 n eye a r inc rea s e i n X 2 and X 3 

would boast fifth graders' English achievement respectively b_ 

25.6& and 26.19 percent of a point; and that of sixth graders 

by 33.91 and 65.28 percent in that order. Since the 

corresponding observed t-values are ab0ve the tabulated t-value 

(3.291) at 0.001 alpha level and the degrees of freedom related 

to each sample, coefficients b, and b are statistically , 
significant with less than ninety-nine percent chance for 

error. 

These resul ts may therefore give way to conclude that the 

higher the level ot' either parents' education the better ~ o uld 

be fifth and sixth graders' English achievement, He influ~nce 

of other \'ariables held cunstant. This cunclu_ion suppor s he 

fimiings of :\iles. Coo ' say and marty u ther resear,-hers. .e 

impact upon English acl1~ '\'ement of parental educa ion f!\3Y Ue 

indirect. It may be that be ter educated parents are more 

likel~ to talk y.ith tll '1' children English v.hile the e 5 

educated unes may not. Accordillgly one possible expla ation 

for the obser\cd strong assn iatiun b·tv.een parental education 

and pupi Is achiev ment could be the frequency wi th wI id 

English is spoken at home bet\\ en each parent and the cl iid. 

The mp ication of this statement for the uneducated ani es~ 

educated parents is agaill clear. 

tutors or older other siblings to 

1 uch parents can hire 

teach younger one. their 
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children's competence in the 

contributing to the betterment 

language would 

of achievement 

rise 

in 

thereby 

schools. 

School principals and teachers can also facilitate such a help 

by identifying (through record keeping and other means) the 

level of education reached by pupils' parents. This therefore 

may enable _choo1s to provide equal opportunity for learning 

English . 

Table II further reveals that dummy variables X4 and Xs can 

predict achievement in the positive direction . That means, 

chi ldren of parents wi th higher occupational status tend to 

score higher than chi ldren of parents wi th low occupational 

status. As the regression coefficients b, and b. indicate, a one 

unit change in father's and mother's occupational status would 

raise fifth graders' mean English test score respectively by 

0.1810 and 0.5572 points; and that of sixth graders by 0.7675 

and 0.3997 points in that order. 

unlike parental education, however, X, and Xs did not emerge as 

significant predictors of achievement in both grade levels. 

This fact is clearly reflected by the low (less than 1.960) 

calculated t-values attached to each coefficient. One may 

therefore conc lude that. other variables held constant, neither 

father's nor mother's occupati oll has statistically significant 

effect on students' English achievement. This conclusion can 

be accepted with ninety-five percent certainty. 

for the result thus identified one may find tl e explanation in 

the relevance to the third world setting of X, and XS ' As 

Fuller (1987) commented from his ~ide reason experience, 

occupations are less clearly differentiated in developing 

countries than in highly developed countries . For this r ason, 

advantages rooted even in the less structured occupational 

categories and related parenting practices can influence 

cognitive development to some degree but not necessarily 

strongly. 
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Fuller's comments are suggestive in the sense that lf one 

expects to find strong associations one has to go beyond the 

western occupational status distinctions and look for local 

material factors (such as electrici ty, house and income level). 

These indicators can therefore serve as proxies to occupational 

status differences (lookheed et a1.). That is using the 

western indi cato rs of occupational status in the analysis of 

educational achievement in developing countries like Ethiopia 

can result in positive (albeit modest) impact coefficients. 

But, using indices of family income and possessions would 

resul t in more stronger impact coefficients . It can be said 

therefore that the weak associations between parents ' 

occupation and their children's achievement are due to the less 

relevance to the research setting of occupational status 

indicators. 

The evidence in table II further shows that variables X6 and X; 

are substantially related to higher le;el of achievement at 

both grade levels. The regression coefficients (b6) indicate 

that one unit improvement in "conditions for study at home" 

would bring about 0.2644 and 0 .306 3 additional points 

respectively to the mean achievement of grade fi e and six 

pupils. The observed t-values related to b are also greater 

t han 3. 29 1 . The 0 b 5 en" e d reg res 5 i on co e f f i c i en t s are t h us 

statistically significant at ninety-nine percent test. 

Wi th respect to variable X" a uni t' 5 improvement in "paren al 

support" estimates 0.4999 and 0.52&4 points additional points 

on the mean achievement of fifth and sixth graders 

respectively. The two observed t-values for b. are also more , 
than the tabled value (3.291) at alpha 0.001 level and the 

degrees of freedom related to each sample. 

It can therefore be concluded that the more conducive the home 

atmosphere for study the higher the pupils' English 
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achievement. This resul t is reveal ing. It suggests that 

children who can get their food regularly, can get adequate 

time for study, have separate room for study, and possess 

additional books that would help them strengthen their English 

learning at school are advantageous compared to their 

counterparts. It can also be concluded in relation to X7 that 

the higher the level of parents' material and moral support the 

better children ' s English achievement at school. That is, 

children who can get the necessary educational materials, 

parental encouragement and the like can out perform those who 

lack them. The implication is again that better English 

achievement is not merely a function of what schools do for the 

moral, material and si tuational factors at home play a 

significant role. 

TABLE III 

Regression Results: Pupil-Personal 

Characteristics on Achievement (Y) 
============================================================= 
Independent Grade Five ( =780) Grade Six (. '=~tO) \'ar i a bi e b. SE b. 

I . 
Sex (.)(8 ' boy-I) 0.1212 

(0.9374) 
O. 1293 0.0218 0.0579 

(0.3765) 
Age (X.) 0.3280 0.3073 0.5562 0.4836 

(1.0674) (1.1501) 
Pr e sch ool educationeX .. ) 0.1J33 0.0769 0.9112 0.4622 
(attend ed=l) .. e2. 83~) ( 1 . 97134 ) 

Class rE>petition (X ; l ) -0.065S 0.0301 -0.0&2~ 0.0310 
(repeating=l) (-2.18~1) -(2.0 64) 
Previous ach i evemen t (X . ~ ) o . j 990 

( .3302) 
0.0593 0.3912 

l4 .440:4) 
0.0881 

Attitude toward schooling 0.3286 0.0&28 0.6550 0.0344 
(X ) (3 . 9686) ( 1 9 . 0 -l 0 9) 

Degrees 0(3freedom (df) 766 &86 
================================================================== 

b. = raw regression coefficient (t-value in parenthesis) , 
SE = Standard Error 

a = p < 0.05; b = p < 0.01; c = p < 0.001 

Table III umm a r i z est her e g res s ion res u 1 t s for the six 

variables describing pupil-personal characteristics. Variable 
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Xs is positively related to English achievement at both grade 

levels; learning gain t ends to favour boys than girls . 

However, student sex was not found to be a significant 

predi c tor of buth achievement levels . The calculated t-values 

of the two r eg ression coefficients of X8 are far l e ss than the 

expected minimum at 0.05 alpha level and the respective degrees 

of freedom. The statistical impact upon the target pupil s ' 

achievement can therefore be labelled nonsignificant with 

ninety - nine percent confidence. 

The reason why student sex is not strongly associated wi th 

English is parti cularly hard to explain. Ye t, one could think 

in terms of the level of "achievement motivation" among the 

sampled individuals . When achievement motivation (the desire 

for or interest in suc ce ss in a field of a c tivity which 

develops and becomes prevalent ar ound second grade) is 

reasonably equal within or betwe en th e sexes le,el of 

performance shows lit tl e or no variation (Gage and Berliner, 

19&&) . 

Variable X7 is positively related to pupils' achievement at both 

grade levels. nat is, the older a chi ld relative to his or 

her classma t es the more well that chi ld tended to d o on the 

achievement test. Thus. a one year increase in pupils ' average 

age estimated 0.3280 and 0.5562 points increment respectively 

in grades five and six mea n achievement. However, the 

calculated t-values of b9 are below th e critical t-value at 0.05 
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alpha level. Hence, other variables kept constant, age's 

statistical impact upon the English achievement of the target 

groups is not significantly different from zero. This 

conclusion can be accepted with five percent probability for 

error . 

The result could probably be explained by the similarity of the 

learning experiences that children encounter. Older students 

could have highly out scored relatively younger ones on tests 

of English achievement at grades three and four . But as they 

moved to grades five and six the advantage that being 

relatively older provides is likely to diminish. Because the 

learning experience that children encounter in schools become 

continually homogeneous under normal conditions (Heyneman, 

1981) . 

The data in table III also shows that participating in 

preschool education positively contributes to sixth and fifth 

grade English achievement. The compu ted t-value for b .• 
t. 

corresponding to grade five is greater than the tabled t-value 

(2.326) at 0.02 alpha. The observed t-value for biD at grade 

six sample was also found to be greater than the tabled value 

(1.960) ,at 0.05 alpha level. 

It follows therefore that, given the maximum error tolerance 

(five percent), preschool experience has a strong and positive 

statistical impact on the English test score of the target 
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pupils. The relatively low effect of X10 on grade six 

achievement does not seem surprising as such. Because, the 

initial advantage in academic performance that preschool 

education provides would have started to decline due to the 

increasing importance to learning and achievement of school 

related factors (Hayneman, 1980; Johnston Jiyono). 

The finding in relation to X,O thus suggests the need for 

strengthening preschool education in order to enhance English 

achievement. The practice of providing some form of preschool 

education has of course been part of the total education system 

in Ethiopia . Nevertheless, its relation to English achievement 

in the upper primary schools was not studied in any clear and 

formal sense. If similar studies are conducted on a large 

sca e this small-scale research r esul t may thus have some 

educational policy implications for the future. To reinforce, 

finance and expand kindergartens. 

Dummy variable X . as table IV indicates, showed an adver e 

statistical effect on the achievement of both target groups. 

Both the observed t-values (-2.1891 and -2. 0(6 4) for b I 

respectively at grades five and six exceed (in absolute value) 

the critical t-value (-1.1960) at O.OS alpha level. One can 

therefore conclude wi th ninety-five percent confidence that 

class repetition has a strong negative influence on fifth and 

sixth grade English achievement. 
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Class repetition may be a proxy to natural ability 

(intelligence) or student motivation. If it stands for 

intelligence the mechanism of solving the problem is difficult 

to the writer to explain . It is a proxy to student motivation 

the question can then be a matter of raising learners' 

motivational level. What is being emphasized here is rather 

the implication to English achievement of repetition . 

Therefor , students can be motivated to work hard (and 

repetition rate reduced) if they are advised, encouraged and 

shown the future importance of education. 

Finally, the evidence presented in table III for variables XI 

and XI} is much more revealing. As shown by b: • . students who 

p rformed better on the first semester tests and examinations 

prepared by their own teachers also scored higher on the 

achievement tests prepared for this study. Thus, one point 

increase in the first semester average score predicted 0.1990 

and 0.3912 points rise in the mean subsequent test result of 

grades five and six pupils respectively. It can also be seen 

that the computed t-values (3.3302 and 4 . .+404) of b · are 

greater than the critical t-value (3 .2 91) at 0.001 alph level. 

The conclusion that can be made with more than ninety-nine 

percent confidence is therefore that, everything el se held 

cun tant, prior achievement has a strong positive statistical 

impact upon upper primary school pupils' later achievement. 

The implication is that if pupils who scored better in one 

semt'ster were also to score high in subsequent tests, those who 

score low should be identified and given special assistance so 

that they may achieve better . This suggestion may nelp to 

equaliZt pupils, opportunity for learning English. T is 
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however is not to forget or belittle the role that natural 

ability plays. 

Pupils' attitude towards schooling (X l3 ) also appeared to be a 

significant predictor of student achievement at both grade 

levels. As table IV indicate, a unit change in the average 

attitude of grade five pupils estimated 0.3286 points rise in 

their mean achievement. The observed t-value (3 .968 6) for this 

group is also identified to be greater than the tabulated value 

(3.291) at 0.001 alpha level. Similarly, a unit change in the 

average attitude of grade six pupils predicted 0 . 6550 points 

increase in their mean achievement. This coefficient (0.6550) 

has a computed t-value (19.0407) which is also greater than 

3 .291 at 0 . 001 alpha level. 

A conclusion that should follow from this finding is therefore 

that, other things held constant, upper primary pupils' 

attitude towards schooling has a statistically significant 

contribution to their English achievement. Like X" , this 

conclusion can also be accepted with less than ninety-nine 

percent error for chance. 

Students' attitude toward schooling was measured using eight 

attitudinal statements as indicators. These statement 

elicited information on 

English teachers, school 

pupils' attitude 

ass ignments, and 

toward English. 

clas mates. The 

result of this study has therefore indicated that what students 

think about these factors is highly correlated wi th their 

English achievement. And this in turn implies that both 

parents and teachers should follow pupils ' attitude if the 

teaching of English is desired to achie\-e its objective. 
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TABLE -IV 
Regression Results: School-Classroom Related 

Characteristics on Achievement (Y) 
====~===================================~~======================= 

Independent Variable 

School-community relation 
("14) 

D; I-ec tor's Percep t i or, 
(initiating Structure 

= 1. '; 5) 

Schoo l-F ac i 1 it -; t?s . XiS 

Cla3sroom F! c ilities 
t. x i 7 ) 

AV. Instructional 
material (x 1S ) 

Degrees of Freeaom 
(cf) 

(,t~ade Five 
eN=l !) 

b; SE 

0 . 3834 .1423 
(2.6951) 

2.6452 .8796 
(3.0072) 

1.4602d .4580 
(3.1882, 

'1 .269 1 d .3852 
(3.2950) 

0.9~43 1.0859 
(.8872) 

.) 

GradE- S 'j x 
(N"-=16) 

tj 
c ~ 
,J{. 

2.6451 1 . 557 
. 6988) 

" .8463 0 . 699 
(2.6411) 

3 ,..., • .:> 56 d i . 0502 
, 3 . 1856) 

1.4628 d o .35'11 
(,4.1662) 

-2 . 0162 1.5663 
I - I 2872) 

3 

= =-==:=~-=~========================~============~=============== 

Tabl", IV SUfTHrI·.;I - izes the relat.: ,12 impact on upper Dri,llal-y 

explaining schoul and cla=sruom real1~le~. t Cd,l be S2en 

that the over'all picture of the regressio~ result does not 

Se8(11 5S irnprE.s:" ive as it shou Id ':"<:!. 

Coef-:-icient b 14 ind'jcates that a unit chan9s in the extent of 

s (. h 0 u 1 - c (; r·, m u nit y r €I 1 a t i (.) n ::; w,:" U 1 cJ P t~ e die t: . 3 8 3 4 a rt j 2. 6 4 5 1 

poin:s rise respecti vely in th8 mean achievement of fifth and 
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school pupils achievement of school- community relatiun 

factor is not significantly different from zero. 

Extent of school-community relation was measured using 

directors' questionnaire as a means of data collection . As 

appendix D(ll) shows directors were asked to indicate the 

level of assistance that the local community provides to the 

school in matters related to criticism, suggestion and 

planning. Information was also elicited on the local 

community's interest in student conduct, health and progress 

surprisingly enough, bowever, higher levels of community 

assistance didn't oring about significant change in students ' 

English achievement. The explanation for this contrary 

finding could be that the extent of school-community relation 

may not show that much diff e rence among schools if sampling 

is made in one area . Tl1is seems reasona ble because all the 

target s c hools are found in simi lar environment- Gonder town 

people's attitude t o and in ter es t in something is likely to 

be more or less similar if they are living in similar areas. 

Had one taken schools sampled from different areas that 

markedlY differ in th e ir s oc ia-economic d e 'elopment ( Urban, 

semi-urban and rural for example) one wuuld probably have 

identified strong and significant positive relations than 

other'nise. This one can infer from th e direction ( that i 

positive ) of school-community relation and students 

achievement in the targ et grades. In fact. chant avanich and 
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his associates (p-253) have found strong correlation 

e xt nt of school-community relations and third grade 

mathematics and English achievement based on samples drawn 

from geographically diverse regions in Thailand. 

According to the data in Table V again, dummy variable XIS is 

posi;:ively ,'elated to the English achle'vement of students at 

both grade levels: 18arning g ains tending to favo ur 

<..lassroorns admin 'stered by authoritat.lve pr"lncipal. It can 

be seen that a one u nit change toward" initiating s t ruct. u r e " 

t.hat is strlct leadership would bring about 2 . 6452 and 

1 . 8463 points rise in tne mean English achievemen t of g r ade 

'lye and six pupils in that order. Neverthel e s s, t h e 

calcula t ed t-value of b. ~ at grade five (3.0072) and that a t 
1 J 

(3 . 182) a 0 . 05 alpha 1 eve 1 a.-,o c:hree oe~r =--=.:; 0 f fr.:-edom . The 

.~r;cIJ Ion th.:-refort:? mc.y 0':- put with r;,,= 0:2r~ent chan:e for 

of leadership behaviour has no significant statistical effect 

on the English achievement of upper primary pupils. 

As described in chapter two. " ini tiating structure" is a 

dimension of leadership behaviour reflected by principals' 

authoritative actions and decisions with regard to program 

implementation. Directors wi th such behaviour. as Si 1 ver 

stressed. focus on getting things done at the expense of 

sharing ideas to the staff. Such leaders are the ones who 

advocate tightly disciplined staff that stress absolute 

obedience than more active roles and individual initiative; 
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~~ho enforce a hi erarchi cal power structure than encourage 

participation of teachers in addressing problems ( Fuller, 

1987) . According to Si 1 ver and Fuller, the interpersonal 

relation in schools led by authoritative principals is 

negatively affected thereby contributing to failure in staff 

morale and, in turn, to low student achievement. But. as 

both Fuller and Silver observed, the direct impact on student 

achievement of principal's behaviour is not empirically 

studied in any clear sense particularly in the developing 

countries. 

The resul t of this study which indicate posi tive (albei t 

modest) relationship between directors perception and upper 

primary school Engl ish achievement can therefore be 

informative. It should be noted, however, that a director's 

regard for one or another aspect of leadership behaviour may 

not necessar ily reflect his actions. For e xample, directors 

who perceive "initiating structure" as the most productive 

dimension of leadership beha viour ma y not in actual practice 

promote authoritative interpersonal relationships. In that 

c as e then conclusions wh i ch may be reached on the basis of 

s t ud y i ng mere perception can be misleading. That is. t 

observe how directors administer would result in more 

objective e xplanation of achievement effects than asking them 

what their belief is a task which requires extended time and 

e nergy. 

The data in table IV also shows that dummy variable x 9 

( ~::; -":1Z } d, f er-..,..n t i <.) I UPP6r or i nl.:>r- y 
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English achievement: posit i e on g rade fl e but negative on 

g l adt:" 5 i )( . I t can be seen however. hat the calculated t-

value (0.8872) of bg at .~., ade t ;ve and tha (-1.2872) at 

,:;1 r- a .::., tC: S 1'. :I r to; bot 11 1 t:':; S h a i: ,.:--1': tab U "J t.:: 0 - val U ::: (3 . 1 8 2) a t 

ariables held at their mean value, class-size has no 

significant positive or negati'e statistical impact on fifth 

and sixth grade English achievement . 

The implication is that incremental increases in grade five 

class-size than the present average (fifty five inkthis 

study) is likely to negatively influence their English 

achievment . Though the grade six level has its own specific 

characteristics, the finding for this grade le\'el may not 

used to explain this expectation. As discussed in chapter 

three, the average numver of students per class at grade six 

was about sixty. For samples drawn from this grade the 

present evidence has indicated negative influence . 

herefore, what the ~Iinstry of Education prop o sed as the 

maximum class-size (fifty) in the elementary schools seems 

very much reasonable. In fact, substentional reductions in 

class-size would be necessar} to raise English achie ment. 

In cont rast, substential reductions in class-size would free 

up meagre resources whil e not inc reasing overall student 

achievement. The issue thus becomes a matter of balancing 

ed cational ne ds and economic resources . 

The evidence presented for ind pendent variables x.; and A 8 
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As b 16 indicates a unit change in school facilities predic ts 

1.4602 and 3 . 3456 points ris8 in the meall English achie emen t 

of grdd~ lve and 51X pupils in that ord~r. Th e calculated 

t - val u e s correspond i n g b 16 a t ~ rod e f i ve (3 . 1 8 8 2 ) and tr, a t at 

... lrddt? '-1>< (: .1850/ 0;-':: gr-eatel- i"on ::he Labula;:~d t.-v .3lue 

(3 . 182) at t.he pr<2set min1mum 0.05 alpha ievel anCl three 

degrees of freedom . I t can therefore be conc 1 uded wi th 

ninety-five percent certainly that school facili ties have 

statistically significant positive contribution to upper 

primary English achievement . That is, the higher the level 

of school f ac iIi ties in both qual i tati ve and quant i tati ve 

ter-ms the beter students achievment within the given sampl e. 

This variable-school facilities- was measured using staff 

room, tea-room, water-supply, play-ground, library, latrine , 

duplicators and telephone as school quality indicators. The 

resul t has therefore shown that these facili ties are very 

Important in enhancing English achievment. Heyneman(1980) 

has also stressed t he importance of school facilities for the 

quality of educationand for academic achievement. He argue d 

that one of the basic reason why pupils' performance in 

science, mathematics and languages in developing countries is 

i nferior to the performance of pupils in the West can be 

attributed to lack of adequate provision of school facilities 

on the other hand, in the context of the West, it has been 

contested that such provisions have very little impact on 

academic achievement. What contributed to stUdent 

achievement in the context of the West are "Characteristics 

of the entering students" (Mwamwenda and Mwamwenda, 1987) . 
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ne reason why school tacilities do not affec academic 

a c nievement in the West be du e to the small variation s h at 

e ~ i s t in t n 8 quality o' schools were there exists ad equate 

d~fference in s c h ool facili .ies this var i able is 

significantly relatd to achievment even in the West (Bridge 

tl ~JJ . 

The evidence presented here also seems to confirm the above 

co nclusions. Its implication for Ethiopian educztion also 

seems imperative here. It would be a difficult process to 

increase the quality and quantity of school facilities. But 

it may not be that much a problem to rationally distribute 

the governmental budget for education. 

Finally. similar r esult s are f ound for variable x ' , 

(Jvai ~~bi~ ity o f in= tr u~~ i on a l mate r ial s >. t ca ~ 02 see~ 

_ ~ ,i'1 .:; ':. ~ d I . ~ ( 9 I ~, _ , . ~;. C '. j t-' ,_, in "': ::: :l J -:1 i 7. 1 .) r , 1:. C 1: ~, 2 

L l ..: ":.1 .3 1.. 0 1 va l ia..: 

;' . L ... ::>,-j 4.1':' __ 1 

> . . 6 • 

.J 
..I 

_)t' __ l.j~l - '; t "e';; _ ec ~4' >I e I y. 

-v_ 1 as 

, , 

a i ph.=: 
f"'!o ,- _ I 

U . '_ J ano h l' 8E? 0 '2: r e "'Z o f .. re e d oril. 

Hence. other things held constant. availability of English 

teaching materials has a statistically significant positive 

impact on upper primary English achievement. This conclusion 

can in turn be accepted with less than 0.05 probability for 

error. 
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As studies in other developing countries - Nicaragua, the 

Philippines, ganda, Peru, /elsalvador and others (Fuller, 

1987: 262)- revealed one would expect a result even better 

than the present finding. evertheless,given the small 

variation in the availability of instructional materials 

(pictures, charts, graphs and text books) in the target 

classrooms, an impact coefficient significant at 0.05 seems 

rather satisfying . Even more if the same study is undertaken 

on classrooms situated in rural and urban areas one would 

expect very relation between instructional materials and 

upper primary pupils' English achievement. 

TABLE V 

Regression results: Teacher Characterstics on Achievement 
(Y) 

============================================================= 
Grade Six Independent 

variable 
Grade Five 

(N=17) (N=16) 

:.·ex ( .• , 
m"le·=. ) 

A,=,c (A-') .. 
T ""odl i i 
r- I-=n(;~ ~ 

_ -I L_' 

teaching(x 3) 

E, ->::ct-on of 
.5~~C:C:IIT 
performance (xZ4 
.... v~ A ,_i uue\'Z5.1 

D2qr2t'.!~ 07 
r 2c-d: i (d f ) 

~1J1 J 
('.1£.<..4) 

. 1:;26':. 
.2.333:) 

3 . 672~ 3 
(3.4762) 

0.6970 

'1.0564 

2 . 209 ~ o Q . 5800 5.45 G 2 
(3.01<.-+) 

..., 

<.0 . ~ _ .... / 
1.::_,( 3 
(..! ... 1 :: 

.;514 
(7.~533, 

3 

i , 
-'-

G. t 7 ! 

_' . ~6ZC 

= =~=-~~~-=~======-=======;======~==~~=======~========== === 
~ t- =_ r_a_~ re:..9r-es~lor coefficient (f.-va lue in pa --2'-ltesls) 
__ - =_.:Hld.tu ,'or; a -::;:, .0.05; b -= p < .il 

. , p r' E: .. .>t: r, . s thl::: rl::: 5!'_ive contriou ;:>rimdrv 

S')me of the ari,:.bl~: t::ontribu teo 

significantly while others influenced very litle, 
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Variable x zo 15 po.::;itlvely I"elat-=:d to [.91 ish achi evment a t 

both gr-ade l.:::vc:: 1 s : p'::: l " f or-m an C8 r i sing w i th ma 1 e "3 e x _hd n 

fem.:ll G 3e:;. • . -----------ir,di,-o"te:d in :.;1 1~ V t,j be' 3 . 010 1 ol.d _.9~70 rto' P8C1:lve:ly a " 

-----lvE: c.lnd six . 111_ ,-espt:'t. Live, VII It=.tE:d -v~ lue- l (W 

these coefficients (4 . 1224 and 3.5025) are also greater than 

the critical t-value (3 . 182) at the pre assigned minimum 0.05 

alpha and two degrees of freedom. Thus, other things held 

constant, the statistical impact upon the target pupils' 

English achievment of male sex is significantly different 

from zero; a conclusion which can be accepted with ninety-

five percent confiedence. 

This evidence supports Glasman an Binlaminov's (p . 526) 

finding in their review of basic studie. that examined the 

contribution of sex (male = 1) to twelth grade verbal and 

mathematics achievements in the C.S.A. It also adds further 

evidence to Briuge till' s work who. in their re iew of other 

studies, found preuominamtly positive contribution of male 

sex to verbal and reading achievment. The finding here 

howe·er. seems incoI1si5tent with Murrane and philLip ' s 

observation for the relationship uetween vocabulary 

achievement and male sex at three primary grades in the 

C.S.A. In their study vocabulary achi e vment declined \\ith 

male sex at grades four, fiv and six. The findings for 

teacher sex in the dev loping countries show mixed result. 

As schiefelbein and Simmons (p.40) ynthesized developing 

country research, male teachers appeared to significantly 

contribu te to the rise of general achi~vment at primary and 
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lower secondal y grades ( twe 1 lie cas'2S () wenty fi e ) 

while other thirteen studies produced no statistically 

ignificnt contribution . 

Why, ing neral, male 

related to English 

sex is positi el 

ach i evemen tis 

and significantly 

difficult to the 

inve tigator to explain; nor has available literature rained 

this issue. It may be suggested, however, that assigning 

males to teach English at grades five and six level would be 

more productive provided that the finding here can be 

verified by further research, and that assigning male 

teach rs to teach English will not bring an adverse effect on 

other subjects and grades. 

'OS11-VE' dir~c~ivn. 

that a teacher has served in the teaching profession the more 

better his students' English achievement at fifth grade 

level. Never the 1 ess, the camp 1 eted t-va I ue of b 'A ·3' 91 ,,,0,:, 

\~.~ .) - n .L 

~3.,_~) .. t D.OS ~g ee3 ~; fr eedom . 

Hence, eve rything else kept constant. teachin~ experience has 

no sign ificant statistical effect or fifth grade Eng 's h 

achievement. This generalization can again be accepted with 

five percent chance fur error. 

The resul ts for length of teaching exp rience on student 

achi vem nt in other developing countries are inconsi tent . 
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As Fuller (11987) recently observed" 13 of 23 stUdies that 

hav looked at teacher experience hav found no significant 

achievement ffects" (p.283), what perhaps appears mure 

cl arly from the present study is therefor that there is 

some po itive effect of length of experience upon upper 

primary English achievement. It could be asked, however, 

that why length of experience is not more strongly associated 

with student achievement in the target grades. This question 

can not be easily answered by the investigator. Yet, one 

likely explanation seems that length of teaching experience 

may produce rather high achievement if comparison is made 

between the performance level of beginners and more 

experienced teachers. On the other hand, the extra-advantage 

that being more experienced provides is likely to diminish 

unce beginners have become seniors. 

This suggestiun eems true for comparisons like in the 

present study wher e the length of tea c hing experience 0 

teact e rs range~ between sixteen and twenty-nine. 

:\ s th e d a tal n tab I E' \. rea d s r u r the r. \. a ria b I e X 

. . 
.5 (. r. j .. ~ '/~fT1·.:I: ,_ 

~ .. otad a 

\ 1 .., ern II t.:;, . 

purposes the multiple regression coefficient pr dieted 2 . 3~14 

points addition to th mean achievement of grade six 

students . However, the observed t-valu (0 . 3212) of 

co fficient b, ' 
LJ 
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preset minimum 0 . 05 alpha level and three d egre es 0 f 

freedom. Hence. other things held the same, teachers 

deviation to teaching purposes has no significant 

contribution to grade six English achievement. 

"Devotion to teaching" was used as a rough proxy to teacher 

motivation expressed by such indicators as frequency of 

assignments given to students, time spent in correcting 

assignment and preparing lesson plans, and talking with 

parents concerning learners' academic progress. But given 

the very low variation in the response provided by teachers 

the little impact coefficient reported here cannot be 

surprising as such. The identified direction of effect 

(positive) seems to indicate, however, that deviation to 

teaching is a good predictor of a c hievement where significant 

differences can be observed. 

Acc o rciing t o the data in table V again, variables X: 4 (,:;, 

+ I '- ... abd ~ . 0 q <J ;- i-' J i It:: I' .:> f:; 1 n "_ C" • ,== .l. I 

the c alculated t-value (3.·n62) of b ' 4 . g"-o'-Jc T I I: C:',-:~ t= ds 

_I, "_. u- , 
, oJ • L) ... ~ ~.\J 

The .: c, nIp U _ -2 d t - I a 1 J '=.' ( 4. ' 1 1 6) e -: 9 r 6 e 

six is also above the tabled value at 0.05 alpha level and 

the degrees of freedom associated wi th the sample. This 

observation may therefore lead to the conclusion that . other 

things held constant, teachers 'expectation of student 
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performance has a signi ficant posi tive impact on pupils' 

achievement. This conclusion 'can be accepted only wi th 

ninety - five percent certainty. 

These findings support the conclusions reached in other three 

developing countries (Hongkong, Uganda and Thailand) where 

the hypothesis "Teachers who expect high achievement receive 

stronger commi tment and performance from students',' was 

accepted at 0.05 significant test (Fuller). The process by 

which teachers' expectation contributes to student 

achievement is not clear to the writer. None of available 

literature addressed this important question. One may, 

however, suspect that a teacher's expectation is closely 

related to his or her knowledge of students' abi 1 i ty and 

effort. If so, the finding for this variable can have two 

important implications for instruction. First, low teacher 

expectations of performance levels should not be communicated 

to students for they may produce strong adverse effect. 

Second, if teachers have initially low expectation of 

learners, putting an utmost effort may help raise performance 

t o a certain degree. 

Finally, the data in table V presents interesting information 

on the relationship between teachers atti tude to teaching 

profession and English achievement in the upper primary 

schools. It can be seen from the partial regression 

coefficient bZ5 that a unit change in teachers a t t itude towar d 

the teaching profession br1ngs about 2.2099 a nd 5.4 5 0 2 poi nt s 

increase in ~he mean achievement of grades five and six in 
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that order. The calculated t-value (3.8124) of b25 at grade 

five exceeds the tabled value (3.182) at 0.05 alpha level and 

3 degrees of freedom. The computed t-value (7.2533) of b 25 

at grade six is also greater than 6.841 at 0.01 alpha level 

and three degrees of freedom. The conclusion may therefore 

be stated that, in normal conditions, the impact of teachers' 

attitude toward their profession on the English achievement 

of upper primary pupils is significantly different from zero. 

Thus teachers who enjoy being with students, who believe that 

teaching is a way of developing one's knowledge, who think 

that teaching is not a boring and monotonous job, and who 

want to remain in it despite some inconveniences appeared 

more successful than otherwise. The resul t here again 

supports the findings of the eight major studies completed in 

other developing countries in the last fifteen years (Awalos 

and Hadad). 

TABLE VI 

Regression Results~ Teacher Class Room Behaviour 
On stuoent Achievement (Y) 

================================================= 
Independant 
Variable 

Planning(x 26 ) 

Flexiblity (x 2S ) 

Feedback and 
reinforcement 

(;.: 29) 

Management and 
contro 1 x30 

Degrees of Freedom 
(df) 

Grade Five 
(N=17) 

2.8461 e 0.2169 
(13.1221) 

3.4782 c 0.2687 
(12.9452) 

2.0469 0.6541 
(3.1295) 

2.5564b 0.4254 
(6.0092) 

3 

Grade Six 
(N=16) 

3.068,e 0.1407 
(21 . 8001) 

1.3572c 0 .0863 
(15 .73 33) 

1.5534 0.5023 
(3.0926) 

1.98259C 0.1151 
(17.2311) 

3 

============================================================ 
bi = raw regressl0n coetficient (t-value in parenthesis) 
SE = Standard Error; b = p < 0.01; c = P < 0.001 
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Table VI summarizes the partial regression results for the 

four independent variables explaining teacher behaviour. The 

data presented shows substantially high impact coefficients 

for some of the predictors. The first regression coefficient 

(b26 ) i nd i cates that a un i t change in teacher I S 1 esson 

planning skill would boast the mean achievement of fifth and 

sixth graders respectively by 2.8461 and 3.0681 points. The 

13.1221 calculated t-value of b26 at grade five is greater 

than the critical t-value (12.941) at 0.001 alpha level and 

three degrees of freedom. The computed t-value (21.8001) of 

b Z6 at grade six is also far above the tabulated t-value 

(12.941) at 0.001 alpha level and three degrees of freedom. 

Hence, other factors held at their mean value, teacher 

planning has a significant statistical impact upon the 

English achievement of upper primary school pupils. This 

conclusion can then be accepted with one percent probability 

for error at both grade levels. 

This finding seems to give further support to the ideas of 

Perrott, Mager and other authorities on teaching who argue 

that planning is a vital element in teaching. The result has 

indicated that teachers who state objectives clearly and 

behaviourial, who integrate contents with the objectives of 

a lesson, who devics appropriate methods, who prepare lesson 

with concern for sequence and timing produce better 

achievement than otherwise. 
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The evidence found for instructional clarity (x Z7 ) as table 

VI depicts, is even more impressive. As can be seen fro m the 

b 27 coefficients, a one unit improvement in teachers' clarity 

of lesson presentation est.imated 3.4782 and 1.3572 points 

rise in the average achie ement of fifth and sixth graders 

respectively. The respective computed t-values for these two 

estimates are also indicated to be 12.9452 and 15.7330. 

These are figures which exceed the critical t-value (12.941) 

at 0.001 alpha level and the respective degrees of freedom. 

One may therefore conclude with ninety-nine percent 

confidence that, other things remaining constant, clarity of 

instruction has a very strong statistical impact upon the 

English achievement of upper primary pupils. 

The different authorities in the area of classroom research 

have underlined that clarity plays a fundamental role in the 

interactive phase of teaching. What the teacher does with 

regard to previewing, presenting, questioning and summarizing 

essentiall y affects the level of achievement and learning. 

The present study also seems to have realized the importance 

of suc h ar guments for i nst r ucti anal c 1 a r i ty . Using five 

basic statements (Appendix F) considered basic in P-P 

r e s earch as indicators, t he wri ter has found high impact 

coeffi c ients . 

On the other hand, compared to other variables with in the 

teacher behaviour block, the achievement effect of variable 

x Z8 (fle .. :ibi1ity) seems rather low. As Table VI th e partial 

regression coeffiecents x Z8 are 2. 0469and 1.5534 at grades 
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five and six respectively. However, the computed (3.1295) t

value for the 2 . 0469 coefficient is less than the tabulated 

t-value (3.182) at the predetermined minimum 0.05 alpha level 

and three degrees of freedom. The observed 3.0926 t-value for 

the 1 . 5534 coefficient is also below the 3.182 critical t

value at 0.05 alpha level and three degrees of freedom . 

Hence. one can conclude with ninety-five per cent confidence 

that: flexibility has nonsignificant effect upon fifth and 

sixth graders' English achievement. 

In view of some politic writers and researchers (Perrot, 

Davies, and McCaleb and Jacqueline for example) the 

flexibility factor in teaching is regarded as one of the best 

contributors to the betterment of learning and achievement 

(see chapter two). The qu estion may then arise that why 

flexibility is not strongly associated with fifth and sixth 

graders English achievement. But, the answer to this 

perfectly reasonable question is particularly hard to the 

writer to ex plain. Yet on e might suspect the little 

difference in their skill of varying the interaction 

situati on among th e se teach e rs. Where there is little 

variation one cannot expect high level explanatory power for 

a given variable. 

Teachers t classroom management and controll ing behaviour (x30 ) 

also seems, in its part , 0 play on importan t role in 

e n hancing p up ils' English achievement . As tab l e VI reads, 

the multiple regression analysis has resulted in 2.5564 and 

1.9829 raw coefficients respectively at grades five and six. 
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The computed t-value (6.0092) for the 2.5564 coefficient 

exceeds the tabulated t-value (4.604) at 0.01 alpha level and 

three degrees of freedom. 

(17.2311) for the 1.9829 

critical t-value (12.941) 

Again, the calculated t-value 

raw coefficient is above the 

at 0.001 alpha level and three 

degrees of freedom. Therefore, other variables held 

constant, teachers' classroom management and controlling 

behaviour has a significant positive effect upon sixth and 

fifth graders' English achievement. This conclusion can be 

accepted with one percent and less than one percent 

probability for error at grades five and six respectively. 

Thus, the preven t i ve and co rrec t i ve measures Eng 1 i sh teachers 

take for student indiscipl ine are closely related wi th 

achievement levels. Therefore five specific skills can be 

said to have greater contribution to such relationships 

between English achievement and teacher ' s classroom 

management and controlling behaviour. They are ( 1 ) 

communicating clear rules and expectations (2) maintaining 

attention to non-responding pupils (3) giving prompt 

attention to issues of misbehaviour, (4) moving the class 

through the lesson at quick pace, and (5) maintains a smooth 

flow of classroom activities at points of transition. These 

are indicators of the variable (x 30 ) used by t.he investigator

(see Appendix F ) . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. SUMMARY 

The question "what makes a difference in student achievement?" 

has been central to educational research since the early 1960s. 

This problem, which is essentially related to the quality of 

education, has been studies by researchers from both the 

developed and the developing countries. The research in the 

developed countries has generally revealed that home and pupil 

related variables are the major sources of variation in student 

achievement while the effect of the specific factors is not yet 

clearly disentangled. Though researchers in the developing 

countries have also made a concerted effort to understand the 

major determinants of educational achievement, the results a re 

still inconclusive, inconsistent and even contradictory at 

times. This prevailing condition therefore initiated the 

investigator to study the factors that may affect the English 

achievement of Ethiopian pupils. 

In addition to this, the qualitative growth of Ethiopian 

primary education has been seriously questioned since the early 

1980s as the ministry of education (MOE, 1984) stressed 

earlier. Though the existence of such a basic problem was well 

recognized, evidence on the specific factors that relate to 

pupils' performance seems extremely scarce. The rarity of such 

important evidences on the qualitative aspects of primary 

education in Ethiopia also pressed the investigator to study 

the determinants of upper primary (grades five and six) pupils ' 

English achievement in Gondar town. 

Accordingly, the main purpose of this study was to examine the 

extent to which variable describing home. student, school and 
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teacher attributes 

achievement. In 

explain 

relation 

differences 

to this 

in pup i 1 s' Eng lis h 

basic purpose the 

investigator raised the following specific research questions: 

1. Do the factors explaining home characteristics have 

differential effects on pupils' achievement? 

2. Do the factors describing pupil-personal 

characteristics 

have differential effects on pupils' achievement? 

3. Do the factors related to school-classroom 

characteristics have differential effect on pupils' 

achievement? 

4. Do the factors defining teacher background 

characteristics have differential effect on pupils' 

achievement? 

s. Do the factors related to teachers' classroom behavior 

have differential effect on pupils' achievement? 

In order to seek answers to the above questions the 

investigator used various instruments of data collection: 

achievement tests, questionnaires, school-classroom 

inventories, and classroom evaluation schedules. The data 

collected was analyzed by the method of multiple regression. 

A variable's statistical impact on pupils' achievement was 

considered adequate at 0.05 or better alpha level. The basic 

findings of the whole analysis can be presented as follows. 

A. The seven variables (X l ' X , ... , X7) explaining pupils' home 

character istics showed differential effect on their~nglish 

achievement. Increased family-size had nonsignificant 

negative influence while father's and mother's occupation 

showed nonsignificant positive impact (p < O.OS). On the 

other hand, father's education, mother's education, 
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condition for study at home, and parental support all showed 

significant positive contribution to pupil's English 

achievement at both grade levels (p < 0.05). 

B. The six variables (X8, X9, ... ,X 13 ) describing pupil-personal 

characteristics also showed differential statistical 

influence on their own achievement. Although boys and older 

pupils appeared to perform relatively better, the 

statistical contribution to English achievement of the two 

predictors was not found to be significant at a 0.05 test. 

Participation in any form of preschool education (Church, 

Koran or Kindergarten) exerted a significant positive impact 

on fifth grade English achievement while its statistical 

contribution to six grade performance was modest (p < 0.05). 

Class repetition showed a strong negative statistical effect 

on the achievement of pupils in both grades. Students' 

prior achievement and attitude towards schooling contributed 

positively and strongly to their achievement (p < 0.05). 

C. The five variables (X!4' XIS' X16 , XI8 and X19 ) describing 

school-classroom conditions were differentially related to 

pupils ' English achievement. The extent of school-community 

relation and director's perception of leadership behavior 

exerted nonsignificant positive influences on pupils' 

English achievement (p < 0.05). Class-size showed positive 

impact at grade five and negative influence at grade six but 

both of the effects were not significantly different from 

zero (p < 0.05). School facilities and-availability of 

instructional materials exerted sUbstantial positive impacts 

on pupils' achievement at both grade levels (p < 0.05). 
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D. The five variables (X10 ' Xll , X23 , Xl' and 25) defining 

teachers' background characteristics had also differential 

impact on pupils' achievement. Teachers' sex showed a 

significant positive relation to student achievement at both 

grade levels (p < 0.05). Teachers' teaching experience was 

positively related to fifth grade pupils' English 

achievement. However, its effect was not significantly 

different from zero. Thus teaching experience consideration 

has no discernible contribution to English achievement. 

Unlike the investigator's expectations, teachers' devotion 

to teaching purposes showed no significant impact on both 

grade level pupils' English achievement. On the other hand, 

teachers' expectations of student performance showed strong 

positive statistical influence on the English achievement of 

the target pupils (p < 0.05). Teachers' attitude towards the 

teaching profession also exerted strong positive impact, its 

contribution being more pronounced at grade six (p < 0.01). 

E. Finally, the four variable (X 26 , X27 , X28 and 30) defining the 

classroom behavior of teachers exerted significant positive 

influence on English achievement of the target pupils. 

Among all the five variables, "planning" and Clarity" were 

the strongest predictors of student achievement at both 

grade levels (p < 0.001). The positive effects of classroom 

management and control gained strength from grade five 

(p < 0.01) to grade six (p < 0.001). "Flexibility" in 

teaching was also positively related to achievement at both 

grade levels though its contribution was nonsignificant. 

Thus, teachers who apply the basic elements of the 

"direct instruction" strategy can bring about high level of 

English achievement. 
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5.2. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Within the limits of the study the following conclusions are 

reached and recommendations forwarded in relation to 

significant results summarized above. 

Children from relatively better educated parents outperform 

those from relatively less educated and illiterate parents. 

English teachers should pay additional a ttention towards 

children of the less educated and those of the illitera te in 

order to compensate for this disadvantage. 

Children getting relatively better conditions for study at home 

outsmart those who face less conducive realities. Parents 

should be told the educational importance of separate rooms, 

adequate light and adequate time so that they may arrange such 

situations for their own children. 

Participating in any form of primary education (Church, Koran 

or Kindergarten) can help increase English achievement at least 

at grade five. The expansion of pre-primary education should 

be encouraged and supported provided that its contribution to 

other school subjects and grade levels will be realized by 

further research. 

Repeating pupils are poor achievers compared to non-repeating 

pupils. English teachers should pay special attention to 

repeating students and assist them ~n any way possible in order 

to compensate for this disadvantage. 

High level of prior English achievement is strongly associated 

with pupils ' subsequent achievement in a given test. English 
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teachers should pay additional attention to pupils with below 

average previous achievement and assist them in any way 

possible. 

Pupils' attitude towards schooling is highly related to the 

level of their English achievement. Directors and teachers 

should make it their purpose to identify pupils having less 

positive or negative attitude towards schooling and try to 

raise their attitudinal level. 

There is a strong association between school resources (school 

facilities and instructional materials) and English achievement 

at the upper primary grades. As much as possible, there should 

be a wise distribution of resources among the different schools 

so that there would be equal opportunity for English learning 

and achievement. 

Male teachers seem to be more successful in producing higher 

levels of English achievement than female teachers. It would 

therefore be important to identify the courses behind this 

variation by further research. 

Positive teacher expectations of students produce good English 

results and negative expectations produce poor English results. 

Be it objective or otherwise, teachers having low, pessimistic 

expectations should be very careful not to express such values 

to their students. -Gommunicating positive expectations may be 

important to raise students' academic self-concept thereby 

enhancing pupils' effort for better achievement. 
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Teachers' attitude towards their profession is substantially 

related to their pupils' English achievement. Every effort 

should be made to raise teachers' attitude towards their 

profession. At least, the effect of having less positive or 

negative attitude on the English achievement of upper primary 

schools should be well recognized by school directors. This 

may help them to assign teachers with positive attitude for 

grade five and six English teaching in a manner that does not 

affect other grade levels and subjects. 

Teachers' classroom behavior is a strong determinant of upper 

primary pupils' English achievement. English syllabus 

designers should realize that English teachers are well skilled 

in the elements of "direct instruction". Whenever seminars or 

workshops are arranged for teachers on methodological issues, 

programs should focus on how to prepare lesson plans, how to 

present lessons, and how to manage and control classroom order. 
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APPENDIX-A 

ENGLISH ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR GRADE FIVE 

(Time allotted: 60 minutes) 

Roll No. Grade 

Section School 

General Direction: Attempt all the questions. Follow the 

specific instructions. Write the letter of your choice 

on the space provided to the left of each Item. 

I. Choose the word or phrase which best completes the 

sentence. 

1. We going to ride a horse. (a) has (b) have 

(c) are 

2. Abebe write a letter to Aster. (a) was (b) is 

( c) wi 11 (d) has 

3. She will go to school, 

(c) would (d) wouldn ' t 

4. When he is hungry he 

(c) ate (d) eaten 

she? (a) won't (b) will 

food. (a) eat (b) eats 

s. Father won't let me go to school, ____ he? (a) is 

(b) isn ' t (c) won't (d) will 

6. Are you going to write a letter tomorrow? 

(a) Yes ,we ar e (b) No, we are 

(c) Yes, we ar e no t (d) No, we not 

7. Everyday Hailu a bus (a) is driving (b) derives 

(c) drove (d) will drives 

8. Will Almaz lend me her book? (a) No, she wo~'t 

(b) Yes, she will (c) No, she will (d) both "a" and 

"b " are correct 
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9. Yesterday I ____ water. (a) am drinking (b) drank 

(c) will drink (d) drinks 

10. Now she __ pencils. (a) sold (b) will sell (c) is 

selling (d) solds 

11. Tomorrow you ____ a pen. (a) will take (b) took 

(c) takes (d) take 

II. Identify the correct simple past form of the - following 

Words. 

12. begin (a) begen (b) begun (c) begon (d) began 

13. buy (a) boat (b) bout (c) bought (d) bougn 

14. find (a) finde (b) fond (c) found (d) foud 

15. hear (a) heard (b) hare (c) hair (d) heared 

16. run (a) ron (b) ren (c) ran' (d) run 

17. sit (a) set (b) sat (c) sot (d) sut 

18. teach (a) taught(b) tought(c) tot (d) teach 

19. lend (a) land (b) lund (c) lent (d) lind 

20. make (a) make (b) maked (c) make (d) made 

III. Read the following passage and answer the questions that 

follow. 

A cat was hungry. She was looking for her lunch. She saw 

a bird in a tree. She began to climb up the tree. But the 

bird saw her and flew away. Then - the cat went to the barren. 

There she saw a mouse. But the mouse saw the cat and quickly 

ran away. The poor cat had no lunch that day. 

21. What was the cat looking for at the beginning? 

(a) another cat (b) a mouse (c) her food (d) the 

barren 
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22. Where did the cat see a mouse? 

(a) in the tree (b) in the barren (c) in the field 

(d) in the lunch 

23 . Which one of the following statement is true? 

(a) There was a mouse in the tree 

(b) The cat caught the mouse 

(c) The cat had no food that day 

(d) The cat didn't see the bird 

24. The word "her" (in the passage) refers to 

(a) the cat (b) the mouse (c) the bird (d) the 

barren 

25. What did both the bird and the mouse do? 

(a) They made the cat their friend 

(b) They ate grains together 

(c) Both flew away 

(d) All "alt , "b" , and "ell are correct 

Identify the word which is wrongly sQelt. 

26. (a) brought (b) found (c) begin (d) boght 

27. (a) domestic(b) narow (c) thirsty(d) angry 

2b. (a) corn (b) feed (c) drink (d) colect 

29. (a) angrly (b) quickly(c) lazily (d) carelessly 

30. (a) train (b) arround(c) seat (d) quiet 
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APPENDIX-B 

ENGLISH ACHIEVEMENT TEST FOR GRADE SIX 

(Time Allotted: 60 minutes) 

Roll No. 

school 

Grade 

General Direction: Attempt all the questions. Follow the 

specific instructions. Write the letter of your choice 

on the space provided to the left of each item. 

I.Choose the word or phrase that best completes the sentence 

and write the letter of choice on the space provided. 

1. Do you want some food? No, Thank you, I don ' t 

(a) some (b) any (c) little (d) many 

2. One of the boys __ taking to the director . 

(a) are (b) were (c) is (d) has 

3 . How girls are there in this class? 

(a) many (b) much (c) few (d) some 

4. He doesn ' t learn English, ___ he wants to. 

(a) so (b) and (c) but (d) or 

S. Almaz alway s goes to school 8 O'clock. 

(a) during (b) in (c) on (d) at 

~. Me s e r e t wa s si ck in bed th e war months. 

(a) during (b) for (c) since (d) over 

7. I am look i ng for __ the picture. 

(a) up (b) from (c) at (d) on 

8. does Hailu live? He looks strange 

(a) Where (b) Wh en (c) Why (d) How 

want 
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9. You won't be here tomorrow, will you? 

(a) Yes,I won't 

(b) Yes, I will not 

(c) No, I won't 

(d) No, I will 

10. I want to have this one, not -- one. 

(a) this (b) that (c) these (d) which 

11. When you get in to the room, please your hat. 

(a) take out (b) take up (c) take in (d) take off 

12. __ , isn't it? 

(a) These are your pens 

(c) She has pen 

13. is dancing. 

(a) Two of the girls 

(c) Three of the girls 

(b) This is your pen 

(d) She has two pens 

(b) All of the girls 

(d) One of the girls 

14. Unless you give us some milk, we will take it 

(a) myself (b) ourself (c) yourself (d) ourselves 

15. I always come to school foot. 

(a) in (b) by (c) on (d) over 

16. The doctor works nine hours everyday. 

(a) for (b) at (c) on (d) since 

II. Choose the correct opposite from the following pairs of 

words and wri te the letter of your choice on the space 

provided. 

17. (a) good / active (b) sick / bad (c) heavy / light 

(d) healthy / pure 

18. (a) happy / sad 

(d) idle / dull 

(b) kind / type (c) much / many 
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19. (a) bright / light(b) tall /longe (c) remember / 

forget (d) dangerous / troubling 

20. (a) brave / strong (b) old / new (c) clean / dark 

(d) busy / quick 

21. (a) dawn / dusk (b) small/short (c) anger / hunger 

Cd) plan / decide 

22. (a) postman / fireman (b) qaby / nurse 

(c) teapot / tearoom Cd) sunset / sunrise 

III. Choose the word which is spelt incorrectly and write 

the letter of your choice on the space provided. 

23. (a) confort (b) confuse (c) connect (d) compass 

24. (a) decrease Cb) danger Cc) encrease(d) dagger 

25. (a) historical (b) mechanical (c) intentional 

(d) expermental 

26. (a) excuse (b) millstone (c) imediately (d) birthday 

27. (a) criminal (b) musikal (c) critical Cd) rational 

IV. Read the following passage and answer the questions. 

Ato Bekele has plenty of money. When his neighbours want 

money, they always borrow 11 from him and return in a years 

time. On holidays Ato Bekele also gives ten Birr to each of 

the six poor old women living in his village. Ato Bekele is 

therefore a kind person. 

28. Ato Bekele is 

(a) rich Cb) supporting Cc) cooperative (d) all 'a', 

'b' and 'c' are correct. 

29. When do the poor old women get the Birr from ato 
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Bekele? 

(a) always (b) in summer (c) on holidays (d) in 

winter 

30. The word ".li" (in the passage) refers to 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

(a) Ato Bekele (b) The neighbours (c) the women 

(d) the money 

The word "kind" means 

(a) cruel (b) generous (c) mean (d) selfish 

The word "plenty" means --

(a) a little (b) a few (c) limited (d) much 

The word "borrow" means 

(a) lend (b) take from (c) give to (d) share 

How many neighbours does Ato Bekele have? 

(a) six (b) nine (c) seven (d) not known 

Ato Bekele is 

(a) liked by his neighbours (b) disliked by his 

neighbours (c) disliked by the poor old women 

(d) poor 

V. Choose the Pair of Words which have the same sounds except 

one sound. 

36. (a) cat/tale (b) yet/yes (c) rat/rain (d) wet/pen 

37. (a) well/wed (b) fat/yesterday (c) window/wet 

(d) chalk/boat 

38. (a) telephone/afternoon (b) yellow/yes (c) ship/sweet 

(d) rain/driver 

39. (a) export/conduct (b) correct/connect 

(c) decrease/danger (d) yet/wet 

40. (a) contract/complete (b) record/radio (c) rain/pain 

(d) desk/duck 
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APPENDIX-C 

TEACHER BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS 

A Questionnaire to Be Filled by Teachers of English for Fifth 

and Sixth Grade Students 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to know about the 

factors which may influence the English achievement of 

students and to suggest solutions for improvement. What is 

required for the study is not your personal identity but only 

your opinion. Therefore, the objectivity of the opinions you 

provide is very important . Any information that you give will 

be kept confidential. 

Thank you. 

1. Instruction 

A. For the questions or statements followed by dashes ( __ ) 

write your free response on the space provided. 

B. Indicate your opinion by putting an "X' in the place of 

your choice for the statements written in boxes or 

rectangles. 

C. Encircle a letter (a,b,c,d, or e) of the opinion that 

you think is right for the items followed by alternative 

responses. 

II. Identification 

D. Name of the school 

E. The grade level and section in which you teach (write 

only one) 

F. Indicate the number of students in the section you 

wrote under "E" above :Femal e __ Male Total 
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III. Information 

1. Specify your sex Female Male 

2. Specify your age 

~~For how many years (including this academic year) have 

·~u secured in the teaching profession? 
.......... 

4. 

4. 1 How many times a week do you give assignments to your 

students? (a) only once 

(b) only twice 

(c) only three times 

(d) more than three times 

4.2 Not including the regular class time, how many hours per 

week do you spend to correct your students assignments? 

(a) from one two to hours 

(b) from three to four hours 

(c) from five to six hours 

Cd) above six hours 

4.3 How many hours per week do you devote to lesson plan 

preparation? (a) from one to two hours 

(b) from thr e e to four hours 

(c) above four hours 

4. 4 Do you make contacts with parents in order to discuss 

a bout pupils ' English ability? (a) No, I do not make 

contacts (b) Yes, I sometimes make contacts 

(c) Yes, I frequently make contacts 

S. Please indicate the level of performance on an English 

achievement test that you expect from the students mention 

under "E" above: 

I 
! 

~I 
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I 
I 

o'f Performance 
,r 

Level 

Crit e ria Low Average High V.High 

5 . 1 From the perspective of I' I 
the School ' s ability to 
c r eate conducive 
atmosphere to learn the 
language II I I 

I' 1111 5.2 From the perspective of ~ \ I 
parents' moral, material , 

" 

11 " etc . • sup p or t t o pupils" . , , 
1 earn i ng n--t-·-----+- II 

11" 
5 . 3 From the, persp~c t i v e of II I I 

learners own lnterest 
in 1 earn i ng the 1 anguagel~--+ - -----+- II ---il 

5 . 4 From the perspective of II I I 
1111 

learners' ability to 
1 earn 1 angu a ge II I I ,I .- - ._ . _ ..... _ ._ .. _. __ . ___ ... __ ._ ._. ___ .. _ .... . ___ . ...JL- I . --L :.U --. . -- ---. - - .- .----. --,----- .-------------------- _ ........ _ ... _ .. _._---_ ... _._--_. 

6. Please indicate the extent of your agreement to each o f th e 
followin g statements. Place an "X" si g n in the b ox o f you r 
choice under S (Stron g l y Ag ree) , A (Ag r e e) , U (Un decided), 
D (Disagree) or S (Strongly Da i s Agr e e). 

[

--.=....:::-=====.:::=.====:....-=-...:=...-=--=-..=:::.-:.. .. r-- E; t'~-~-t-"';i= A~-r eemen t 11 
---.-- -- _.- ---- - -- --r-'-'- I-- -r r-- ---II 

Statement II S I A ,U 'D , S II 
- -. -- ____ IL __ I- -+.---1-- --!. __ ---...ll 
---- - - -...... .. .. -......... ..- .. - _ ....... ·-tr .-. .-. "'-"---'-, -'-' -to - - t--------, 

6.1 Teaching is enjoyable II , , " II 
contact with stUdents! t ~" 1' -""'- -~ 

6.2 Teaching is not only a 
means of earning a 

living but also a way III " Ii ,',I "II 
of developing one 's 
knowl edge 11-'1 , -- -~--·-+-----------il 

6.3 Teaching is not boring II I , 'I II 
and monoton ous job II I' i I " 

6. 4 T~acher' s i~ter~st in 11 --'-- 1"-'- t I --~ ... ---. -- - 11 
hlS profeSS10n lnfluence , 
his performance in II 'I " II 
reach i ng II -.--... -.. ~ fit /' 

6 . 5 A teache r s hould , " " , 
abandon h is j ob if he [' , , 'I II 
~~:~~:d more favourabl 1_____ _ + __ 1_+-.. ____ 11 

Nega tive l y Scor ed 
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6.6 2 A teacher should give 1\ II I] 
up his profession J 1 

__ = .. :.= .. __ pe~~ ~~~~:n_~~_n _ ... _ .. _::.=_::::...... __ .:.:.=_ ====~======== 

2 Negatively Sco r ed 
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APPENDIX-D CI) 

A CHECK LIST OF SCHOOL AND CLASSROOM RELATED VARIABLES 

(TO BE FILLED BY THE INVESTIGATOR) 

Direction: Complete this check list for each sch?ol and for 

only those sections (classrooms) selected for the study. 

General School-Related Information (specify). 

(A) Name of the school 

(B) Director's name 

(C) Total student enrolment (Semester II, 1984 E.C.) 

(D) Total number of teachers 

(E) Total number of classrooms 

(F) Total number of grade five students 

(G) Total number of grade six students 

(H) Total number of sections (classrooms) for grade five 

(I) Total number of sections (classrooms) for grade six 

(J) Total number of English teachers for grade five 

(K) Total number of English teachers for grade six 

(L) Student-Teacher ratio in the school 

1.Specific School-Related Data 

Indicate the condition of the following basic school 

facilities by encircling one of the alternati~s which seems 

most appropriate to the realities of the particular school 

considered. 

1.1 Staff-room: (0) not available 

(1) available but is narrow and poorly 

equipped 
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(2) available and poorly equipped 

1.2 Tea-room (0) not available 

(1) available with limited service 

(2) available wi th adequate service 

1.3 Water-supply(O) not available 

(1) available with limited supply 

(2) available with adequate supply 

1.4 Play-ground (0) not available 

1.S Library 

1.6 Latrines 

(1) available with limited facilities 

(2) available with adequate facilities 

(0) not available 

(1) available with a few collections 

(2) available with adequate collections 

(0) not available 

(1) available but not adequate to the school 

community 

(2) available and adequate 

1.7 Duplicator (0) not available 

1.B Telephone 

(1) available 

(0) not available 

(1) a vailable 

1.9 Any othe r facility unique to th e school (specify) 

Ge neral Classroom-Re lated Information (sp ecify) 

(a) Name of the school 

(b) Grad e level 

(c) Section (Classroom) code 

(d) Total number of student in this section 

(e) Name of the English teacher for this section 

• 
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Specific Classroom-Related Data 

Indicate the condition of the following basic classroom 

facilities and instructional materials by encircling one of 

the given choices which seems most appropriate to the 

realities of the classroom coded under 'c' above. 

2. Basic Classroom Facilities 

2.1 Availability of desks (1) some students have no desks 

(2) all students have desks 

2.2 Availability of seats (1) some students have no seats 

(2) all students have seats 

2.3 Condition of windows (1) some do not function - are 

broken 

(2) all function properly 

2.4 Condition of the door (1) broken, detached or deformed 

(2) function properly 

2.5 Condition of the floor(l) dusty, dirty or discomfortable 

(2) clean and comfortable 

2.6 Co nditi on of the roof (1) collapsed or partly collapsed 

(2) well constructed 

2.7 Co ndition of room- light (1) usually disturbs pupils ' 

sight 

(2) sometimes disturbs pupils' 

sight 

(3) usually does not disturb 

pupils' sight 

2.8 Condition of room-temperature (1) usually hot or cold 

(2) sometimes hot or cold 

(3) usually average and 
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conducive 

2.9 Classroom distance from disturbing situation 

(1) usually exposed to 

disturbances 

(2) sometimes exposed to 

disturbances 

(3) usually free from disturbances 

3. Instructional Materials 

3.1 Pictures for English teaching (0) not available 

(1) available with limited 

number 

(2) available and adequa te 

3.2 Charts for English teaching (0) not available 

( 1 ) available with 1 imi ted 

number 

(2) available and adequate 

3.3 Graphs for English teaching (0) not available 

( 1 ) available wi th limited 

number 

(2) available and adequate 

3.4 Language-games for english teaching (0) not available 

(1) available with 

1 imi ted number 

(2) available and 

adequate 

3.5 Condition of the blackboard 

(1) small in size, scratched, dirty or too 

shiny 
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(2) good-sized, well painted, clean and smooth 

3.6 English textbooks distribution 

(1) rare (if textbook-student ratio is one to 

four or more) 

(2) moderate (if textbook-student ratio is one 

to three) 

(3) adequate (if textbook-student ratio is one 

to three) 

(4) very adequate (if textbook-student ratio is 

one to one) 

5. Student-Teacher ratio in the section (specify) 
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APPENDIX - DOl) 

SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND DIRECTORS PERCEPTION OF 

LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOUR 

A questionnaire to be filled by School Directors 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect information 

on school-related factors which may have influence on pupils' 

performance on English achievement tests. Therefore, you are 

kindly requested to provide appropriate information. Any 

information that you provide will be kept confidential. 

Thank you. 

Name of School 

Location (a) Kebele ____ (b) Higher __ __ 

1. Direction: Please indicate the extent to which each 

statement characterizes your school and its community 

relationship. Write a number (0,1,2,3, or 4) on the space 

given after each statement. The numbers represent the 

following scales: 

o = never 1 = rarely occurs 2 = sometimes occurs 

3 = frequently occurs 4 = very frequently occurs 

1.1 The local community shows sign of caring for 

school property. __ __ 

1.2 The local community is concerned with students' conduct. 

1.3 The local community is concerned with students' health. 

1.4 The local community is interested to know students' 

achievement. 

1.S The local community is concerned with teacher-director 

relations. 
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1.6 The local community is willing to provide suggestions and 

criticisms for the improvement of the school. __ __ 

1.7 The local community is willing to provide assistance 

(donations, labour, etc.). __ __ 

1.B The local community cooperates in school-decision 

making. __ __ 

1.9 The local community encourages the school to be 

innovative. 

2. Direction: The following statements describe ways in which 

school directors may behave. Indicate the degree of your 

agreement by writing a number (0,1,2,3, or 4) on the 

space given. The numbers represent the following scales. 

o = never 1 = seldom 2 = occasionally 3 = often 

4 = always 

2.1 A school director should: 

(a) make his attitudes clear to the staff. 

(b) try mew ideas with the staff. 

(c) rule with iron hand (be authoritative). __ __ 

(d) c riticize poor work. 

(e) speak in a manner not to be questioned. __ __ 

(f) assign staff members to particular tasks. 

(g) work without a plan. __ __ 

(h) maintain definite standards of performance. __ __ 

(i) emphasize the me eting of deadlin e s. __ __ 

(j) encourage the use of uniform procedures. __ __ 

(k) make sure that his role in the school is understood 

byall. __ _ 

(1) ask that teachers follow standard rules and 

regulations. __ __ 
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(m) let teachers know what is expected of them. ____ 

(n) see to it that teachers are working to their 

capacity. __ 

(0) see to it that the work os teachers' is 

coordinated. 

2.2 A school director should: 

(a) do personal favours to teachers. 

(b) do little things to make it pleasant to teachers. 

(c) be easy to understand. __ 

(d) find time to listen to teachers. 

(e) keep to himself (avoid meeting teachers socially)._ 

(f) look out for personal welfare of individual 

teachers. 

(g) refuse to explain his actions to teachers. 

(h) act without consulting teachers. __ _ 

(i) be slow to accept new ideas. 

(j) treat all teachers as his equals. __ 

(k) be willing to make changes, __ __ 

(1) be friendly and approachable to teachers. 

(m) make teachers feel at ease when taking with him. __ __ 

(n) put staff-made suggestions into practice, __ 

(0) get teachers approval on important matters before 

going ahead. 
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APPENDIX-E 

HOME AND PUPIL RELATED CHARACTERISTICS 

A Questionnaire ro Be Filled by Fifth and Sixth Grade Pupils 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to know about the 

factors that influence the English language academic 

performance 

improvement. 

of students and 

What is required 

to suggest solutions 

for the data is not 

for 

the 

student's personal identi ty but only his or her opinions 

Therefore, the objectivity of the information you give is 

very important for the study. Any information that you 

provide will be kept confidential. 

I. Instruction 

A. For the questions or statements that request your free 

response please write your answer on the space provided 

following each question or statement. 

B. For the items having alternatives encircle the letter 

(a,b,c,d,ore) of the option that you think is the right 

answer. 

C. For the statements written in boxes or rectangles indicate 

your opinion by placing an 'X' following the specific 

instructions stated. 

II. Identification 

a. Name of School 

b. Grade Level c. Section 

d. Student's Name 

e. Student's Roll Number 

III. Information 

1. Are you a boy or a girl? a. Boy __ b. Girl 
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2. How old are you? (specify) 

3. Have you participated in preschool (Church, Koran, or 

Kindergarten) education program? 

a. Yes 

b. No 

4. Have you eve repeated in class starting from grade one 

until now? a. Yes, I have repeated ____ b. No, I have 

not repeated 

S. What was your average English result at the end of the 

semester? (specify) 

6. Indicate the extent of your agreement to each statement by 

putting an 'X' on one of the corresponding boxes under 

'level of agreement. 

Level of agreement 

Statement Agree Undecided Disagre 

6. 1 Weekends are preferable 
to school days 

6.2 I don't think homework 
is useful to improve 
one's knowledge 

6.3 Especially for us, 
Ethiopians, learning 
English is not useful 
for life and work 

6.4 English is more difficult 
to learn than other school 
subjects 

6.5 My friends believe that 
my ability to learn 
English is low 

6.6 My English teacher doesn't 
care whether or not I show 
progress in learning the 
language 

6.7 My English teacher doesn't 
like me 

7. For each statement listed from 7.1 to 7.7 please indicate the 
extent of the conditions available for your study by putting 
'X' in one of in one of the boxes corresponding each 
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stat ement. 

'I Ext ent of availability "I 
Condition for study 

'-- -----------... -_. __ . - .. - ---....... ---------..... -........... -.-.... ~. 
7. 1 I eat may breakfast 

regularly 
7.2 I eat my lunch 

regularly 
7.3 I eat my dinner 

regularly 
7.4 I have adquate time 

to study my lessons 
7.5 I have adequate light 

to study my lessons 

7.6 I have a separate room 
to study my lessons 

7.7 (Not including the 
textbook) I have 
additional books 
which can help me 
learn English 

._---- ----

Never To some Al ways 
extent 

._ ..... _--_. __ ....... _._- _ .... -.-_._._- --.---
I I I -_._._. __ ._._-- - --

....... _ .. __ .-.- - _. 

.- --1--.------ -------------

.... _ ... ,,-._- -_ .. -

1--._----- -------_.-_ .. _._-_._---_._---_ .. _--

-_ .. _--_._--_ ............... -.----.-----.... -_ .... __ ._-_._--

---- -- '-'-'---'---'-"'--'---' --_._-- - --- --
8 . What is father I s 

I 

your job? (specify) -_ .... _._-----------_._-----_ .. 

9. What is your mother 
, 
s job? (specify) 

10. To what grade level is your father educated? (specify) 

11. To what grad8 le ve l is your mother educated? (specify) 

12. How many people (in cl uding yourself live i your family, 

speci f y )? ._ ....... __ ._ ........ . 

13. Which of the following educational materials do your 

parents ava i 1 ab 1 e to you l:LheCL~Y_~L-D..@~.~§_~_gr..Y.? Please 

indicate your answer by placing an 'X' on the boxes 

either under "I am bought" 01- "I am not bought". 
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Bought or not bought 

Kind of Educational I am bought I am not bought 
Material 

13. 1 Exercise book 
13.2 Pen 
13.3 Pencil 
1 3 . 4 Ruler 
13.5 Cloties 
1 3 • 6 Soap 

14. Please indicate by putting an 'X' on the box of your choice 
the level of assistance that your parents provide to you. 

Kind of parental 
assistance 

14. 1 Their day-to-
day follow up 
to know what 
I have learned 

14.2 Their material 
and moral 
support to 
study my lesson 
strongly 

14.3 The kind of 
additional 
education they 
provide me at 
home 

Level of assistance 

I 
. , 

Very'l Average 'IHigh 'I Veryl Nothing I 
low high 


